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THE IRISH SUPREME COURT has at
last announced its verdict on the Murr-
ays' appeal. Noel's sentence has been
commuted to life imprisonment, and
Marie is to have a retrial. This is a
strange decision as they have so far
been tried to ether on the same charge, p
and so it is Htifficult to understind why
they are now being treated separately.

The explanation is probably that
Marie's confession, extracted under
duress, stated that she fired the shot
and therefore the judges felt that Noel
could be considered as an accessory to
murder, which enabled them to declare s
that the death sentence was not justified.
The reason for Marie's re -trial revolves
around the comments made by the Sup-
reme Court judges on the question of
whether or not the Murrays were aware
that Garda Reynolds was a policeman.
All the judges, in summing up, said
that this had not been properly looked in
to at the Special Criminal Court trial
and, of course, it is only the murder of
a policeman or diplomat which carries a
death sentence in the Republic at the
moment. A re-trial is therefore a way
out for the authorities, in that they now
have the opportunity to re -convict Marie
of murder, but this time non capital, and
lock her away for life too.

The new trial will again be before the
Special Criminal Court, with no jury,
and so it is still possible that Marie
could hang; the Supreme Court hasn't
decided that it is non capital murder,
but has simply said that the Special Crim-
inal Court must look at this question
again.

The Defence Campaign is obviously by
no means over with the Appeal verdict,
and now the Defence Groups in London,
Dublin and elsewhere will be pressing
for a jury trial for Marie, as this will
at least give her a better chance of acq-
uittal. A trial in a more conventional
court will allow Marie to call witnesses
and present the properly organised def-
ence which was declared inadmissable at
the original trial. There is virtually no
evidence for the prosecution, except the
confessions extracted by torture, and a
jury would find it difficult to convict.
Acquittal would also mean that the posit-
ion of Noel, and Ronan Stenson (due for
trial on December 17th) would have to be
re-considered, as they are supposedly
accessories to the shooting which Marie
is alleged to have carried out.

The Defence Groups want Marie to be
transferred to Limerick women's prison
from Mountjoy, and also want to draw

attention to the fact that Noel is still in
solitary confinement, despite the Appeal
verdict. It seems that the Irish state is
not satisfied with physical and psychol-
ogical torture, the threat of the gallows
and the complete isolation of the Murr-
ays from their families, friends and
supporters, but now insists that Noel
cannot even be allowed to come into
contact with other prisoners.

The state has already achieved its
objective of getting Noel Murray out of
circulation, and so solitary confinement,
now he has been condemned to life im-
prisonment serves little purpose, and
can only be seen as a purely vindictive
act; the state getting its own back bec-
ause they've been deprived of a hanging.

A new solicitor and counsel are to be
employed to defend Marie, . and this is
going to be expensive. The Murrays
were forced to dismiss their counsels
at the original trial, because the trib-
unal wouldn't consider the evidence

HO
THE NEW parliamentary session is
now launched and promises to provide a
fertile ground for analy.sis, debate, in-
terviewing and boredom. I-ialf the time
is already allotted for the Government's
Bill on what has become known as "de-
volution". A few other issues will in-
trude, for example, the Government
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they tried to present. Noel declared
that he would not insult the integrity of
his counsel by subjecting him to the
farce that the "i:rial" had become.

Marie referred to the Special Crimin-
al Court as a lynching party, and it very
nearly was exactly that. The lynching
has been averted, at least for the time
being, but if justice is to be obtained
for Noel, Marie and Ronan Stenson the
Defence Groups need funds desperately,
and donations should be sent to the
Murray Defence Committee, 155 Church
Road, Celbridge, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

London Picket
In London a picket has been arranged

for December 23rd (5. 30 p. m.) at the
Irish Embassy, 1'7 Grosvenor Place,
S.W. l. to demand a jury trial for Marie-
The London Defence Group still meets
every Friday (8 p. m.) at Rising Free,
142 Drummond Street, N.W. 1.
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will be concerned with passing their.
Ship Building (8: repairing) and Aircfaft
Bill, left over from last time. It had
been hoped that this could be rushed
through by invocation of the 1911 Parli-
ament Act, thus avoiding petty annoyan-
ces like the House of Lords. However,
opposition to the Bill is setting great
hopes on a concept known as "hybridity".
No doubt the finer nuances of this will
be unfolded before us, so there is no
need to worry if you're not yet adequate-
ly briefed. Now Graham Day the Chief
Executive Designate of the new board,
has given up and resigned. I trust he
will find a new job before his three
years‘ compensation runs out. This puts
the industry in an even worse position‘;-
Day's reputation was its greatest asset.
A few more designated board members
(some have been hanging about since
February) and a newly passed bill could R
find an interesting situation. Perhaps
the workers could be persuaded to take
over?

All -this delay has enabled debate to
be reopened on reform, or even aboli-
tion, of the House of Lords. Such ideas
are espoused in many unlikely quarters.
No less a dignitary than Lord Carring-
ton, leader of the Conservatives in the
Lords, has supported them on that
forum for the opinionated mindless,
"Any 0uestions?'; eliciting the usual  
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Murroys
On December 4th there was a march

through North-West London to demand.
a reprieve for the Murrays. The march
was well publicised among the various
left groups and among libertarian and
anarchist groups but only about 150-200
people actually turned out.

The Murrays need much more support
than this, especially from the anarchist
movement. There is still a lot to do,
because ‘justice for the Murrays can
only mean freedom, and to secure their
release the campaign will now have to be
stepped up and not relaxed because the
death sentences have been quashed.

At the moment, the emphasis has to
be on Marie's‘ forthcoming trial, but it
should be remembered that Ronan Sten-
son is shortly to face the ordeal in the
dock all over again, despite being men-
tally destroyed as well as physically
tortured, and that the damage to his
mental health is probably permanent.

Noel still has to look ahead to a life A
locked away, and if the politicians,
judges and policemen are allowed to
operate as they have in the Murrays'
case and get away with it, it is obvious
that they will be sufficiently encouraged
to try it again. Then their potential for
silencing and eliminating all opposition
will soon become limitless.

PW8rGI

SUPPORT
THE

PICKETS  
MANCHESTER PIC KET, outside Air Lingus
on Deonsgote at ll o'clock, Saturday
I8 December.

LONDON PIC KET
Irish Embassy

.|7 Grosvenor Place, S.W.|.
at 5.30 p.m. on Thursday, 23rd December

ll ll ll ll ll

Home Rule
flurry of half baked letters . Other is-
sues may also flicker into the Parlia-
mentary consciousness. The economy,
for example, as a concept, or perhaps
some of its practical manifestations,
such as the level of unemployment.
However "devolution" is the thing and
we must not allow ourselves to be dis-
tracted. Suggestions that devolution it-
self is intended as a distraction can
safely be dismissed as discontented
carping, typical of the minor annoyan-
ces suffered by those doing their best
for the country.

1 Although the details are still, under-
standably, the subject of debate (or, we
might ay, squabbling), the general .
idea has been enthusiastically taken up
by people of all points of view on the

political spectrum. I There is, of t _
course, no one more fervid than the
new convert. Those of us with longer i C
memories than those of politicians will
recall the days which could, in a gener-
al sense, be called "recent" when Home
Rule (as it then was) was the prerogat-
ive of a few lunatic Celts and liberals.
Not so now. It only needed abit of in-
creased support for the nationalist
parties in Scotland and Wales (Ulster
is, of course, a separate matter) for
the bandwagon to start to roll. It might
be pointed out that loss of Scots votes
would doom the Labour Party to perpet-
ual opposition, that the Tories have _
long ‘lacked a base in the relevant regi-
ons and have been seeking an appealing
issue and that the Liberals have drawn
much of their support from here. In the
old days separation was a right wing
phenomenon (it still is, in its English
version) but the new support for Plaid
Cymru and the Scottish National Party
reflects a broadening of attitudes (or,
as might be said, opportunism). It is P
this encroachment into traditional pat-
terns that has worried the established
parties. Close to us separatism is .a‘
Celtic event, with additional parties in
Cornwall, the Isle of Man and Brittany, is
but "self determination" is an issue
throughout the world; it is even policy
for the United Nations. . The separatist
Québecois Party in Canada have recent-
Iywon an election though federal apolo-
gists are quick to point out that they
campaigned on economic issues; Com-
pared with tactics adopted elsewhere
the British government has only a min-
or problem, despite the Free Wales
Army and the "Tartan Army" (whatever
that might be). . a

Unfolding events present several dif-
ficulties for the Labour government.
For a start their effective majority re-
lies on support from the minor parties.
A careless statement could easily alien-
ate them. The Welsh are already re-
sentful about what they see as prefer-
ential treatment for Scotland, the Scots
feel that North Sea Oil belongs to them
and both are displeased because they
can't levy taxes, the new assembly
must rely onpocket money from Mother
Westminster. Maps have been produc-
ed with all sorts of extrapolations into
the North Sea to net the oil for one int-
erest or another, but the government is
emphatically not going to give it up. (It
reminds me of a Party Political Broad-
cast some time ago when some lunatic
in a strange costume apparently repre-
senting the English National Party, ex-
tended the line produced by the border
for the last few hundred yards into
Berwick on Tweed and almost succeed-
ed in annexing the Orkneys.)

Of course, there are all sorts of sta-
tistics bandied about to support claims.
At one point it seemed that a startling
44% of the Scots wanted separation, but
then it turned out that this was only the
result of a questionnaire in a daily -
newspaper. Such a self-appointing sam-
ple is obviously inaccurate, even by the
standards of opinion polls. This doesn't
prevent the results from being flourish-
ed at every turn. It's a bit like the old
"letters of marque" used by pirates to
gain at spurious respectability as "pri-
vateers". ~

. The two party; system iscoming in
for a lot of criticism, as peoplerealise
the farce “of baa-ing members being I t
shepherded -through the lobbies by the
party whips. -On this issue the ranks of
the faithful are severely split and the
Tories have felt the need to imposea
3-line whip, eliciting much pious mum-
bling about "freedom of speech", "con-
science", "importantissue" and such
like. (Manipulation of the thing has
been so inept, theirfront bench spokes-
man on devolution has felt the need to
resign, to be replaced by a convinced
anti -devoluti onist! All this wheeling
and dealing must-have Ted Heath chuck-
ling behind his teeth.) Come, come,
chaps don't pretend to be naive Get
on and do as you're told, it's what s
you're there for. It is too much to hope
that those concerned will see the folly at
the root of the entire government syst-
em, so various botch-up jobs have been
proposed. Prominent is that old favour-
ite, proportional representation. This
would probably give a more accurate
image of public opinion (as if that helps)
but would enormously complicate the
situation, thereby preventing bureau-
crats, commentators and others of that
ilk. (The possibilities for bureaucracy
in the entiredevolution charter must
gladden all civil service hearts.) A dis-
advantage in P. R. has been pointed out
by Michael Foot, a perfect example of
arespected idealist compromised by
politics. After fighting at the polls, pol-
iticians must then patch upa working co-
alition. Mr. Foot is worried about what
this does to the honesty of politicians E!

How does all this help the people con-
cerned? I have mixed feelings on the
subject. I have a sneaking approval for
the measure of decentralisation involv-
ed, illusory though this is in practical
terms. However we must recognise the
pointlessness: in the end the govern-
ment still rules, O.K? The effect will
be similar to that of reformist political
parties. Many well meaning folk will
get involved, taken in by the appearance
of "progress". Much, the same applies
to all nationalist movements. People
are patriotic, in the best sense of the
v'v3¥d. We feel closer to that we know.
So it seems preferable to be ruled by
your own kind, rather than from outside.
Unfortunately it is all too easy to link
these attitudes to petty jingoism and too
many honest, misguided people have
died for false banners. Bakunin started
in politics as a Pan-Slav nationalist, but
unlike many others survived to broaden
his concept of freedom. Kropotkin's
love for his intellectual adopted home,
France, isolated him in his support for
the First World War until he returned
to his origins in Russia. The Marxists
support nationalism as anti-colonial and
"progressive" and pledge solidarity
with revolutionary movements. This
leads to absurd situations. Dislike of
Zionism has led them to support "revo-
lutionary" Arabism. In the end the Pal-
estinians, and all oppressed people,
will have to learn the simple truth; We
can be free only when we take our desti-
nies in our own hands and run our own
lives. The "national" boundaries will
cease to exist and Scottish and Welsh
Assemblies and Provisional Revolution-
ary Governments will be unnecessary.

D. P
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Soccer Violence ~ T5 Readers -
A Social Problem ?

"SOCIETIES appear to be subject_
every now and then to periods of _
moral panic. A condition, episode,
person or group of persons emerges
to become defined as a threat to so-
cietal values and interests; its nat-
ure is presented in a stylised and
stereotypical fashion by the mass
media; the moral barricades must
be manned by editors, bishops, pol-
iticians and other right-thinking
p80p18. 0 0

One of the most recurrent types of
moral panic in Britain since the war
has been associated with the emerg-
ence of various forms of youth cul-
ture whose behaviour is deviant or
delinquent. . . the Teddy Boys. . . the
Hell's Angels. . . student militancy. . .
football hooliganism. . . "

--Stanley Cohen, in
Folk Devils & Moral Panics
 

NEW PROPOSALS in the Criminal Law
Bill, for a crackdown on hooliganism
and vandalism in general, were releas-
ed recently. According to the Prime
Minister: "There is real and justified
concern about group violence, including
so-called football fans who use the oc-
casion to frighten peaceful citizens both
inside and outside football grounds. "

Under the new law, the maximum fine
for such offences as unlawful wounding
(what is lawful wounding?), assault and
criminal damage will go up from £400.
to £1,000, The maximum jail sentence
for wounding or criminal damage will
stay at six months. For juveniles the
maximum fine will be £ 200 instead of
the present £ 50. These penalties are
for cases triedjin magistrates courts;
in a higher court the penalty will be un-
limited. Compensation payable to vic-
tims by the "thugs" will be increased
from £400. to £1,000. For yet more
offences, such as breach of the peace
and common assault, penalties will be
going up.

These new penalties were proposed
after top-level talks between soccer
club chiefs, British Rail, Sports Minis-
ter Denis Howell and the I-lomeOffice.
Ted Croker, the Football Association
secretary, gave the plans "a qualified
welcome". He said he hoped the govern-
ment would-also increase the use of
Saturday afternoon attendance centres,
which keep convicted hooligans away
from matches. "But the most import-
ant thing is that the highest elements of
government are taking an active inter-
est in this problem.

God help us "'1 the present "outbreak"
of hooliganism, judged i.n terms of me-
dia hysteria and coverage, has been
going on for 3% years, and yet despite
this active interest of the government
there is no special provision in the Bill
to cover cases where neither juveniles
or their parents can afford to pay the
fine .

Following on from Stanley Cohen's
theory comes a study of Scottish gangs
by psychologist Dr. F. J, O'Hagan. I
don't know who these books are intended
for but you can be sure that the average 1.
person labelled a hooligan or soccer
"trouble maker" isn't going to wade
through such fine phrases as "initiation
into gang life"; "groups of youngsters
were observed imitating some of the be-
havioural characteristics of the older
gang boys"; and " ‘mock’ battles are an
embryonic form of later delinquent be-
haviour".

Anyway, what he is saying is that the
average age of those who commit acts
of violence and crime is 16 years and
these gangs are regularly "serviced"
with younger members, in some cases
as young as seven years of age. What
disturbs Mr. O'Hagan and the authori-
ties is that seven years old is an earli-
er age than expected to start practising
"organised" violence. Much more im-
portantly, with eight or nine years‘
gang apprenticeship behind them, their
behaviour is more difficult for police,
social workers and probation officers
to reform. What Dr. O'Hagan suggests
is that "society" keep an eye on young
people from an earlier age than previ-
ously for anti-social behaviour-with or
without the parents‘ permission. Surely
these young people are only reflecting
the standards bred i.n violent and social-
ly unsatisfactory conditions, which
make them express themselves in a
very limited and violent way later in
life. It is rarely the parents‘ or socie-
ty's values that are questioned on the
"outbreak" of renewed violence. The
talk is merely of more "effective"
measures of social control.

Meanwhile, for those notables like
Tommy Docherty who believe it is too
late at 16 years of age, the birch re-
mains the favourite deterrent.

"We don't have graffiti or gang fights
in the Isle of Man. And our telephones
work, We do have youngsters hanging
around street corners, but they give
no trouble because we have police
with an iron fist inside the velvet
glove—and we have the BIRCH. "

(P. F. Locke, Douglas, IoM)

do
"I"

If we take a closer look at this attit-
ude as regards soccer fans we find
more than a little hypocrisy.

Football clubs encourage supporters
to be fanatical so that they will spend
their money there every week and won't
mind poor facilities. This obviously in-
creases profitability, for ,all clubs are
run on strictly commercial lines, the
emphasis being on entertainment and
facilities a very poor second. Very few
clubs indeed offer facilities that encou-
rage group involvement and participa-
tion (such as for families, or as places
for meeting new friends); nowhere is
the community allowed to participate
and have a say i.n the running of the

i continued over page:

Editorial
A LARGE PROPORTION of our read-

ers' subscriptions are due for renewal
at the end of the year. We hope you will
all be with us next year, even though we
have increased the subscription to £5.

We have received many letters ap;n'ec-
iating the graphical improvements in
the paper, but all improvements cost
money and we have to anticipate further
rises (paper will be goingup early in
I977). Many readers of course have
shown their support in the Press Fund
and this has kept us solvent. We thank
you all and would like to be able to look
forward to increased sales of increased
income and be able to use the Press
Fund for expansion.

But next year we want more than your
money.

We have so far received only one
direct response (and this from a mem-
ber of the editorial group) to Claude's
letter in FREEDOM of 6 November.

In his letter Claude criticises the
paper's "lack of ideological line" and
its role as "just another theoretical
paper" and urges that it adopt a more
agitational approach in promoting anar-
chist activity in this country.

First of all, we disagree that there
can, or should, be any division between
theory and action. All action would be
fruitless if not based on a clear, con-
sistent and well thought out analysis of
contemporary society and of the means
of struggling against all that we detest
in it. (Indeed, there has not been
enough of this, although, for example,
Colin Ward's ideas as expressed in ~
recent articles in the paper, and some
recent translations of articles on the
technobureaucracy and the relation
between the structure of fascism and
modern corporate state socialism, and
one or two other related pieces have
made some contribution to this). It is
only on theory, philosophy and the hist-
orical analysis that goes into it, that
one can build a constructive (and dest-
ructive!) programme of action and agit-
ation (though also, why not a few "ego-
trips" along the way?)

This paper is not, and cannot ever
claim to be, the organ of a movement
rather than of a small group of individ-
uals, despite the fact that we wholeheart-
edly support the various attempts to
create an active -movement in this
countryt‘ and while preferring the word
"tendency" to "line" and while believing
that there is a good argument for more
frequent expression of editorial policy
than has been the case for some while,
we wish FREEDOM to help fulfill the i
need for a forum for debate and the
expression of different views among
anarchists, as well as to try to atl:ract
the attention of people from "outside"
who may be reading an anarchist paper
for the first time. '

How the lack of response to Claude's
letter should be interireted it is diffic- t
ult to say. But we hope the reason is
not complete apathy! A steady but small
number of contributions reach us each
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-clubs. Yet most are run on public
rates , treated favourably i.n terms of
rent and rates, etc. That said, when
some supporters take their fanaticism
to its logical conclusion they are casti-
gated by the press as "thugs", hoolig-
ans" and "an1ma1s" and subsequently
disowned by the clubs.

The secretary of the Police Federation
showed his measure of the situation
when he recommended the banning of
League and Cup football in England.
This would obviously solve the problem
of violence surrounding soccer occasi-
ons as there wouldn't be any. However
the violence would merely be transfer-
red elsewhere. The mass media rarely
and even less so the Police Federation
seem to question why these young peo-
ple resort to violence, but merely put it
down once more to lack of discipline,
National Service, etc. When people are
brought up in oppressive conditions,
whether slums_ in London, Merseyside
or Glasgow, when this state violence is
reinforced through the educational syst-
em and society's values and when the
whole ethic is one of competitiveness
(virtually to be No. 1 at all costs), is it
any wonder young people respond in a
violent manner? When people hang
around street --corners or resort to
petty crime and violence, who then is
to blame but a society with all it values
cocked up.

In some cases people actually enjoy
this destructive behaviour and to say
they are mere victims of society's dis-
torted values, is sometimes too simplis-
tic. But why do they feel the need to
express themselves in a violent and
destructive way? Does this society of-
fer an alternative method when confron-
tation seems to be the norm from the
word go?

Perhaps a ray of light comes from the
announcement from the government last
week that £ 600million is to be cut from
the rate support grant to local authori-
ties. This will force communities to
examine how to utilise the facilities that
already exist, particularly educational
public services and private industrial
services. Ellis HilJ.man, chairman of
the GLC's Arts & Recreation Commit-
tee and chairman of a working party
which has‘-produced the document To-
wards a Wider Use, has stated that
directives from local education author-
ities to educational institutions requir-
ing them to open the doors of their faci-
lities to the general public, would obvi-
ate the necessity for government legis-
lation. Couple this with the fact that at
this time more and more football clubs
are in deep financial trouble, making
dependence on local communities more
necessary for them. Perhaps this will
lead to greater participation where
previously only readiness to pay out
cash has been encouraged. It will
give anarchists small satidaction that
the initiative has had to come from
governmental cuts in expenditure virich
will have a great bearing on the quality
of services offered to the public. Let
us hope that the initiative is taken up

WE HAVE RECEIVED a copy of one
of presumably two letters that were
written by ICAT Struggle Wing of The
Hapotoc Family International in Amster-
dam to the Secretary General of Amnesty
International, Martin Ennals. The letter
refers to an article on the occupation of
the AI Secretariat by members of the
Warwick Anarchist Group as a part of
the Murray defence campaign on 2'7
October, reported in FREEDOM of 6
November, and bases its criticism of
the AI attitude to the Murrays on this
report. (Ennals' answer to ICAT advises
them to be more catholic in their choice
of sources).

It must be admitted that this report
was unintentionally a trifle misleading
in that it suggested that AI was about to
take up the Murray case when, in fact,
it had been working against the ‘Murrays’
execution for several months (e. g. "The
occupation was called off only when
Amnesty satisfied the group that they
were taking up the case"). FREEDOM
is not therefore in a position to criticise
AI over the death penalty campaign,
although the organisation does seem to
be pussy-footing rather painfully on
the question of the torture allegations.

My own view of AI in general is that
it can be positively criticised on at
least four levels. Firstly, there are
the failings and limitations of the AI
statute where the "adoption" of prison-
ers is concerned. The statute baptises
as "prisoners of conscience" all those
who on political, religious, moral or
other conscientiously-held beliefs, or
on grounds of race, colour and language
are imprisoned or otherwise detained
or restricted, provided they have neither
used nor advocafid» violence.

Within the limitations that AI has set
for itself as a human rights organisation
working within the framework of the UN
Declaration of Human Rights and the
1966 UN Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, this is understandable, espec-
ially given the fact that AI also works
against torture, maltreatment and capit-
al punishment of all prisoners regard-
less of the violence clause.

by local communities rather than cen-
tral government directives.

If people are encouraged to particip-
ate and made to feel they have some-
thing _to contribute, perhaps this will
remove what is perhaps a feeling of
frustration when people feel involved by
supporting a particular football club yet
are somehow on the "outside". A great-
er participation could also lead to mut-
ual aid and cooperation between com-
munities which would go a long way to-
wards defusing the rivalry which is
cynically exploited for commercial
gain and is at the root of most soccer
violence. To remove the hard-edged
competitiveness and replace it with a
desire to participate forthe enjoyment
in itself might well reduce the unneces-
sary soccer violence.

Francis A. Wright.

However, while claiming to be non-
political - which in a sense is-true - the
ideology of AI is clearly a liberal one,
and consequently, through its "prisoner
of conscience" system, equates violence
with crime and illegality in all circum-
stances and without questioning the
definitions of these terms. Theoretic-
ally this shows a philosophical weakness
within the organisation, and in practice
an imbalance in the case -work on diff-
erent regions of the world. For instance
it is easy to adopt POCs in "totalitarian"
countries where freedom of expression
is a "crime" unacceptable to the liberal
ideology. But in western "democracies"
where relative freedom of expression
is permitted, and where it logically leads
to the desire for freedom of action (in
Swift's words, "Of what use if Freedom
of thought, if it will not produce free-
dom of action? ") but where freedom of
action is nonetheless strictly confined
by law, violence may be used as an
assertion of justice, of conscience or of
desperation in a very sick society;
The present Amnesty argument against
this is, of course, that AI is non-polit-
ical and thus not in a position to make
judgements of this kind. Yet to refrain
from doing so can in itself be to adopt
a political stance.

Even Ronnie Lee, who burned prop-V
erty (but not life) in protest against viv-
isection was not adopted by AI. Des
Warren was not adopted. And if memb-
ers of the Animal Liberation Front are
caught, even though they have declared
they would prefer to go to gaol than to
destroy human or other life through
their violent sabotage, and even though
their actions are based on ethics as
well as on intelligent planning, they
would not qualify. The same applies to
the Tartan Army members who destroy-
ed oil pipelines but made a careful dis-
tinction between this form of violence
and murder .

Of course, their ineligibility for
adoption by AI may not worry them in
the slightest. But it is a criticism of
the POC adoption system, and in‘ Pris-
oner of Conscience Year 'hne that should
beargued out fully where AI is concern-
ed.

Secondly, there is the fact that mem-
bers of governments or of the judiciary
may become members of AI. This can
lead to the grotesque situation pointed

 '

editorial co/vro
week, but the editorial group is, and
almost always has been, little, dedicat-
ing nearly all its spare time to product-
ion of the paper but with clearly limited
resources of time and energy. Thus,
if FREEDOM is to improve both as a
theoretical and agitational paper, your
contribution§'(articles, reports, letters,
drawings, cartoons etc) are vital.

Readers, do not just praise or com-
plain about FREEDOM in the corner of
pubs! .Whether or not you are in the
habit of making new year resolutions,
remember that we want to hear from
all of you - and, if possible, see you
E70!
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like Amnesty International and to sumProblems ot the Peace -t-en--e=-=--e -=-'

I'd like to say a few things arising
from your articles on the Peace Move-
ment. Although I worked with Ciaran
McKeown, one of the "peace leaders",
on a local magazine (I resigned recent-
ly), I should emphasise that I'm not as-
sociated with the PM or with the Belfast
anarchists who wrote in your last issue.

If Ciaran McKeown's pamphlet The
Price of Peace is a guide, the PM_hEs
pacifist aims in the fullest sense. They
are-forming local groups which will
work towards reconciliation but also,
more interestingly, try to extend deci-
sion making in many things to the com-
munity level.

As I see it, the reservations one -
should have about the PM do not con-
cern their refusal to advocate a "solu-
tion" in any conventional sense for
Ulster (it's surely irrelevant to anarch-
ists whether we live in a state governed
from the Dail, Westminster or Stor- --
mont) or their half-hearted, and not un-
critical, support for the British Army
and RUC. Their failings are more
subtle.

Firstly, McKeown's vision of a pacif-
ist society is one which very few peace
marchers know about or would sympa-
thise with, I suspect. For most people
the PM simply stands for a return to
stability and an acceptable level of viol-
ence —institutional violence, that is.

Secondly, it depends almost entirely
on good will rather than on a reasoning
acceptance of coherent ideas. Even if
these ideas are current in the move-

v Movement
ment, they have kept a low profile as
they say, thanks to the political acumen
employed in avoiding antagonising any
but the extremists.

Thirdly, the PM is very religious,
and though their god may not be orange
or green, their rallies and the posters
in their office reek depressingly of
charismatic renewal rather than a
grass-roots political movement. One
thing we have too much of in Ireland is
Christianity.

Another thing we have too much of is
nationalism, and the PM are now talk-
ing about a new "Northern Irish identi -
tyn.

The most important problem is that
the PM is .dealing—-in public anyway-
with means rather than ends, and seem
prepared to let the most acceptable
conventional "solution" emerge. When
people talk of a "peaceful solution",
they tend to be more interested in an
end to the war than in the solution.

Anarchists should be better able than
anyone to see that we must change not
just our methods but, most important,
our aims. This partof the world is an
outstanding justification of anarchism,
for not until we abandon the chimeras
of church and state will we ever move
forward. I only wish that anarchists
were as adept at galvanising their
methods as they are at formulating
aims. (Myself included.)

Robert Johnstone

P.O.C s p
out by the Warwick anarchists in their
statement when occupying the Secretar-
iat. Al has denied that Conor Cruise P
O'Brien and Garret FitzGerald are
AI members. However, they could be
members, and that is the real point.

Thirdly, there is the manner of Al's
dealings with governments, The whole
liberal reformist myth that saturates
the organisation is that governments
can be "educated" in human rights and
that consequent legal reforms can lead
to greater justice in a fundamental
sense. Of course, such "education"
(though, more likely, economic press-
ures) may lead to progressive abolition
of torture and capital punishment, or
to exclusion of classic human rights
violation clauses from legal codes in
many countries. But this is distinctly
utopian, ignoring as it does "reasons of
state" and massive vested interests y
that inevitably condition the behaviour of
governments. Hopeful results may
take place, but where any realgovern=-
ment crisis is involved, no AI-type
argument, flourishing UN declarations
or covenants or Helsinki agreements
can hope to carry weight.

Equally, AI could limit itself to
getting information from governments,
but they will expect something in return
or else refuse to cooperate, and com-
promises and consequent reduction in

pure pressure work is the obvious dan-
ger for any organisation that becomes
prestigious and mindful of its swelling
image .

Fourthly, and connected with this
last point isthe structure of an organis-
ation like AI as it grows. In this situat-
ion an already elitist structure with an
inner cabinet system (though with a
democratic facade that is quite striking)
becomes more and more hierarchical
unless AI develops a largely radical
membership concerned with this issue
and constantly questioning decisions.
Structure is important not only for the
membership, the "grass-roots" memb-
ers and workers, but ultimately for the
prisoners who are their raison d'etre,
affecting as it does the quality and deg-
ree of AI's work as a pressure group and
the undoubted value of publishing accur-
ate and detailed information on human
rights violations.

From an anarchist point of view, of
course, the whole concept of human
rights is the product of a non-anarchist
society, for "rights" imply concessions
granted by an authority abbve the indiv-
idual, and do not mean freedom so much
asthe imposed definition of the legal
restrictions of freedom.

.Thus, anarchists will have an equiv-
ocal attitude to the whole human rights
movement. But, while governments
exist, it concerns anarchists to put I
these kinds of question to organisations

out this function constructively.

Grass Root »
 

Anti-
Squatting

Campaign
"USUALLY we salvage the slates, but
we were told to do an express job here "
-—on No. 91 St. Agnes Place, Lambeth
S.E. London—said one of the workmen
tearing off the roof, ripping up the floor
boards and smashing the plumbing. The
Observer has in the past few weeks fea-
tured the tearing down of this terrace
in a borough which has 1'7, 000 families
awaiting council housing, and 200 fami-
lies boarded out by the council in bed-
and -breakfast hotels.

The street runs between two parks
and is being removed 'so as to join the
twointo one. A real conflict of conflict-
ing interests; London with its over-
crowding of people and houses in all
but the financial and state administra-
tion areas, would be unbreathable in
without its interior green spaces. So it
would have been a lofty-minded plan
when drawn up 10 years ago. But it was
planned for people who don't want to be
rehoused and people who, reported The
Observer a few weeks ago, prefer to__
send and take their children to pliy in a
smaller park. (Kennington Park, one of
the bro, is sizeable—say about three-
quarters the size of St. James's.)

As people have been moved out,
squatters have moved in and tried to
halt the demolition. Lambeth council
has become bloody -minded about stick-
ing to its plan, are not ashamed ofvan-
dalising (housing chairman's word) 18
houses a month (to keep out squatters):
". . . if it wasn't for the squatters we'd
have had all these down months ago and
nobody would have noticed". They have
an ally in the Evening Standard whose
issue of 10 DecemEr flaunts Ens mis-
erable dishonesty on its front e con-

whet its read-
erS' indignation Tears as the

15°!‘ the 1°"g°1' squatters arrive
story and larg- t
er picture in-
side, with one
sentence in the
middle to say
that the council -
wants to demo-
lish the street
It mentions that a a .
Mrs. ‘Thompson has lived for thirty p
years in No. 85 and was due to be re-
housed that day. Its readers would
have to read the Times of 11 Decemb-
er to find out that Mrs. T. did not want
to be rehoused, and that the squatters,
and "self-help housing ‘ groups occu-
pying" sub-standard property on short ’
lease, had proposed a plan to recondi- -
tiqn 40 houses for five years‘ habitation.

t M.C.
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ADVERTISING pervades our lives.
Have you noticed that many TV program-
mes are 50 minutes long, forfeiting the
neat timetabling available for one hour
packages? This is because there are
only 49 minutes in an American TV hour,
the sponsors have the rest. Everything
is neatly packaged and sold to us, with
beguiling art. But not quite. There's
still room for the uncouth sell, espec-
ially in the field of pop music. (Although
ironically, Worthington E, about the
wateriest, gassiest piss available, sells
itself as "get drunk with us - a bit more
honest than "join the hearty crowd" of
most beers). We have seen a succession
of prepacked. Even Frank Sinatra was
once disapproved of for the exuberance
of his fans, and look where it got him.
The trick seems to be to get yourself
into an unassailable position, then you
can sit back and let the flabbiness take
over. Elvis Presley managed it, and
theRolling Stones. The vision of ageing
stars, producing more and more esoteric
music has little appeal for many, so we
have attempts to infuse more crude
energy, to produce "gut music. " Some
bands, such as Dr Feelgood, succeeded,
others just made noise. However, this
is no problem. The essence of advert-
ising is to -A sell an image, the product is
irrelevant. And what better sell than
being revolting on peak viewing time?

So we come to "punk rock" and do our
little bit ‘to publicise the Sex Pistols.
We have had many media plugged waves
of fashion. First were the Teds, and
the Mods and Rockers (there was an
earnest and ill-informed article on them
and the influence of the Beatles in FREE-
DOM in 1963) and the Skinheads and now
the Punks. Trying to extricate the orig-
inal threads from media inspired stunts
is difficult. I know that it was only after
publicity that I had any dealings (usually
unpleasant) with aspiring Mods .or Skin-
heads. The uniting feature about these
cults is a uniform mindless image,
which perhaps reached its peak in the
Divine Light Mission, the WRP of
spiritualism. Pop fashions are, by
their nature, ephemeral. We had out-
breaks of Bonnies and Clydes with atten-
dant newspaper analyses about the dang-
ers of their implicit attitudes, later re-
printed almost verbatim for the film
"Clockwork Orange. " When I taught in
a school in North London a few years
ago there were a number of recognisable
tribes, the spiky haired Rod Stewarts
and the two tone David Bowies (both of
either sex). We have a "revival" of
Glen Millar on Canvey Island; after all
you need some escapism if you live
there. And at intervals we have a new
wave of shock tactics, each needing to
be greater than the last.

So why do we bother noting this?
For a start because the Sex Pistols ex-
press approval for anarchy. The girl-
friend of the singer actually states that
she is an anarchist. Now I am a little
cynical about such things. I note that

pins through the ears and the dread
word "anarchy. " And there's nothing
like having your record banned on the
BBC for boosting sales. However, l'm
prepared to be open minded, and if any
of the Sex Pistols care to write, expand-
ing their views a little, I'll be glad to
adopt a more charitable attitude.
There was a time when all rock stars
were supposed to be anarchists. I
never forgave the Jefferson Airplane
for their boy scout song "we are the
forces of chaos and anarchy . . . and we
are very proud of ourselves. " Quite so.

It has been pointed out that the "anar-
chy" involved veers close to fascism,
the hordes of identical followers wor-
shipping their leaders. The link bet-
ween individualism and fascism has
been noted before. Stirner's "Ego and
his own" was reprinted by "Books of
the Right" and the Nietschean superman
has been adopted by both political poles.
Colin Wilson has adopted both attitudes.
Fascism also crops up around pop mus-
ic. The afore mentioned David Bowie
now seems to believe that he has bec-
ome the superman that he once saw in
a more spiritual sense. He has publicly
supported fascism. I have heard rum-
ours that Rod Stewart gives money to
the National Front, but I have no idea
as to their truth. The trappings of
nazism are also adopted, for their
shock value. A female member of the
Sex Pistols was reported to be upset
when she was not allowed to wear swast-
ika insignia on television.

There has also been a consistent left
wing thread in popular music, if only
because it mirrors. the attitudes and
Hopes of the people. This gave a radic-
al tinge to folk song. Ballads were
written about "significant events, strikes,

sorry0
Is there a moral in all this? And is it

possible to state it without becoming
pretentious? For a start, the music of
the people only remains that while it is
Still Part Of the people, "at street lev-
el",- the phrase was a couple of years
ago. When the performers become dis-
tanced as stars the songs become self-
indulgent. And in relation to the fash-
ions and the tribes - the points about
the aualitv of life have been made bef-
ore (see also "Soccer Violence" in this
issue). When we create a society with
meaning, these "problems" will no long-
er be needed. The distinction between
Anarchy and anarchism has been made
by Paul Goodman. Others avoid the
connotations of the former by using S
"libertarian. " In the meantime the med-
ia, and popular usage, will misuse the
term. And people wantingtcheap public-
ity will continue to adopt it. If you're
afraid of the word by all means call
yourself a libertarian or liberal. But
you may find that when people discover
that "anarchists" are people too they N
soon question other established truths.

DAVID

MrsW  Spreads
Blasphemy

MRS. MA RY “THITEHOUSE has been
granted a writ to bring a private prose-
cution against Gay News for blasphem-
ous libel, because of a poem they pub-
lished last Juhze. Inevitably, the pro-
secution gives the alleged libel more
publicity than the publication. The of-
fending poem has been reproduced by

disasters etc. Folk traditions were F S h M t h tate_
mixed with high minded socialist "hymns" ..,I.;:e1a;:e:3cceggggiggogeczgon far
and urban (later, music hall) influences.
My grandmother's cousin, Tommy
Armstrong, earned a living (and almost
kept up with his thirst) songwriting in
the Durham coalfields. Later in the
American Depression there was Woody
Guthrie, a long time supporter of the
IWW . The post war folk world adopted
a critical stance, symptomised by out-
breaks of those tell-tale appendages,
beards. Later the whole thing became
increasingly self-conscious with "prot-
est songs" (remember "Eve of Destruct-
ion"? ) and Joan Baez is still at it.
By the late '60s everybody was a revol-
utionary. Some managed it, notab1Y
the MC5 and White Panthers. In this
country Edgar Broughton attempted
exorcism. Many are now wealthy. t

Amongst the postures there was one
song I really liked by a band I'd not
heard of before, or since, "Cressida".
In this the narrator finally decides to
get things together and apply for a job.
"I waited all that morning and I waited

blasphemy was more than half a cen-
tury ago. We must ensure that this one
is either unsuccessful or ineffective.
Rights cannot be given but must be
taken."

Also inevitably, the right to publish
has to be defended and as ever will
be defended by people who do not nec-
essarily find the subject of the prose-
cution to their taste. We have a few
copies of the poem, and we understand
that for an SAE Nicolas Walter, 134
Northumberland Road, North Harrow,
Middx HA2 7RG is able to supply a
copy to people interested in this case.

One of Ours?
A teacher, suspended for illicit

relationships with his female pupils,
has said "I used to be in the WRP but
now I tend towards anarchism."

all the next, preparing for the interview p _ Sunday Mirror’ 12 December 19-76
by reading from the text. " However,

a touch of uncouthness can work wonders. H after all this effort attempting to meet
There's always a horde of people who
can get very shrill about such phenom-
"ma as grubbiness, swearing, safety

the Establishment half way his letter
is lost en route. So he goes out and
blows up the Post Office Tower. S %
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peace people
I accept many of the points made by

'R' about the Peace People (last issue)
(I'm not quite sure when it changed from
The Women's Peace Movement or why)
but I still think there was a strong case
for supporting the march and rally in
Trafalgar Square - which I did .

First off, I am a pacifist, and many
Anarchists aren't (most? ), so I felt a
particular commitment. However, I
Shared 1110811 of the misgivings expressed
by ‘R’ and the Troops Out Movement, A
whose policy I support entirely. But,
the origins of the movement interest me
in that they seem to have been at least
partially a spontaneous response and
also to have cut across traditional polit-
ical/religious line -ups.

Now those seem to be the most inter-
esting factors to anarchists and‘it's a
pity that anarchists, in particular, i
should judge the movement by its lead-
ers and so demean the potential of the
anonymous thousands who have respond-
ed to the rallies and marches. Of course
the leaders are suspect figures and so
is the tacit support of the British Gover-
nment, Clergy and Showbiz but they
aren't the movement any more than
those signatories at the top of CND note-
paper were the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament: I agree with ‘M. C.-'s
point that the emphasis on opposing the
Peace People is overst:ressed - It seems
perfectly proper to me to go along with
it as far as is possible. Simply because
its leaders have ducked the issue of
State Violence it doesn't follow that the
rank and file of the PP haveyor will.‘

As far as the rally itself was concern-
ed, it was the oddest assembly I've ever
attended - to be strolling along Park
Lane under a banner proclaiming "Mus-
well Hill Christians" is surreal enough
but to be surrounded by thousands of
London Irish intoning the Lord's Prayer
in Time with our own beloved Archbish
of Cantab was enough to mark the inaug-
uration of the London branch of Dada.
I saw one Union Banner (AE U) and the
traditional left was marked by its (as
far as I could tell) total absence. It's
clear that not only the left, but anarch-
ists as well, are finding it very difficult
to relate to a movement that has some-
how defied the traditional definitions and
demarcations.

For myself, the next phase of the PP
campaign will be critical. If its support
ers allow their leaders to continue a
massive PP campaign for joint prayer
and fund raising trips to foreign Govts
then it's a dodo anyway. If the revulsion
against violence leads to an examination
and understanding of the role of state
violence in N. Ireland then the movement
is only just beginning and a comparison
with CND will in no way be misjudged.

It still seems a little premature, and
more than a little harsh, to write off the
whole thing as a machination of the
state/media/church - in addition such a
view shows minus faith in the "power of
the people". If we give up believing in
that possibility we are lost.

Yours for Man United!
. jeff cloves

Dear Comrades
I am amazed that M. C. (FREEDOM,

20 November) should express support
for the Women's Peace Movement in
view of the fact that its leaders have
repeatedly stressed their support for
the British Army. Their hypocritical
"pacifism" which has proved so popular
with the capitalist press is based on
support for the violence of the State.
Consequently, they have become a highly
successful propaganda campaign for
the Army.

It has been suggested that the ordinary,
unknown people who make up the move-
ment in N. Ireland may have more rad-
ical ideas than the leaders and, if so,
we can expect more hopeful developments
However, it must be said that there is
no evidence of this. It can be argued
that the obvious hypocrisy of this phony
"pacifism" will drive people back to the
para-militarists and will make more
difficult the eventual creation of a gen-
uinely libertarian, non-sectarian, com-
munity movement of the people in N.
Ireland.

Anyway, one thing is clear. On this
side of the Irish Sea the Peace Move-
ment is attracting all the Christian hyp-
ocrits whose "pacifism" means support-
ing the State in violently suppressing
anyone who challenges the status quo.
Their "peace" is the peace of the prison.

Fraternally
Terry Phillips

/P

.- ,

L rllia /
/ \

political justice
Geoffrey Barfoot (December 4) argues

that William Godwin's Political Justice
may havehad "a wider currency in late
nineteenth -century England" than I sugg-
ested in my review of the new edition,
because in George Gissing's semi -auto-
biographical novel Born in Exile it is
the favourite book of the Hero's father
and the hero is named Godwin.

I would point out that, although Giss-
ing's; novel was published in 1892, he
was born in 185'? - at the time when
James Watson's edition of Political
Justice was enjoying the wide circulat-
ion in the socialist and secularist move-
ments which I mentioned. So far as I
can discover, the book ceased to be
widely available in the early l8'70s, and
I have seen no discussion of it in the
socialist or anarchist press during the
next twenty years. A

No doubt Geoffrey Barfoot is right in
suggesting that many people still knew
about Godwin during the last quarter of
the nineteenth century, but I doubt
whether Political Justice had any signif-
icant influence on the development of
anarchism then - or ever. NW

Murrays Reports
In Birmingham

On Friday 26 November a Birmingham
Murray Defence campaigner, Peter Le
Mare, was arrested while leafletting
outside the Irish Bank. His mistake
was to ask the police what law we were C
breaking by hanging an effigy from a
lamp post, and trying to stop a partic-
ularly aggressive policeman from cutt-
ing it down. (We had similar trouble the
previous week: when it was pointed out
to the police that real people, not dum-
mies were to be hanged, one of them
said, "I don't care about reality, take
it down! ") Pete was taken down to the
station and held while they tried to think
of something to charge him with.
They eventually came up with "comm-
itting a disorderly act to the annoyance
of residents and passengers" (sic), a
Birmingham bye -law (l9l4). They
threatened to take mugshots and finger-
prints, and kept him in a cell for anoth-
er hour or so while they "verified his
address".

The case comes up on December 21st,
and the fine will be up to £20, for which
donations will be gratefully received.
If Pete gets off the money will of course
go to the Murray Defence Fund.

Cheques and donations to Peter Le
Mare, c/o Peace Centre, 18 Moor St,
Ringway, Birmingham. »

Birmingham Defence Group

I
|I>

In Manchester  
On the Libertarian Student Network

day of action for the Murrays on the
24th November about 35 people marched
through the centre of Manchester and
occupied the Irish Tourist Office. After
being rapidly and physically ejected by
the police we picketed the office for
about two hours, effectively closing it
down. . We had many conversations with
passers by, most of whom had no know-
ledge of the case at all, and where they
did it was grossly inaccurate. Due to
this we marched to the Manchester
Evening News and Guardian offices and
picketed them and spoke to reporters,
and then went to BBC Radio Manchester
to picket and also speak to reporters.
Despite this we received no press cover-
age whateVe1'- Manchester Libertarians
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FREEDOM

NEXT DESPATCHING date For FREEDOM is
Thursday 30 December. Come and help from
2 pm onwards. You are welcome each Thurs-
day afternoon to early evening for Folding
session and informal get together.

WE WELCOME News, reviews, letters, art-
icles. Latest date t'°r receipt of copy For next
Review is Saturday l8 December and For news
section is 23 December (Thursday).

PRESS FUND
_2§_Nove_mb_er l-I 8 December

HOVE: H.C. 25p’ LONDON NW2: D. S.
1'5; OSLO: R & M 28p; WINDSOR, Ont.
F.A. £4.22; RAMSGATE: "Phoenix" '
91.70; WOLVERHAMPTON: J. L. £2.
J K W 20p; In shop; T.C.' 23p: C C 29p;
READING: N. J. ‘£2; ABERYSTWYTH:
M S £3.26; LONDON SE18: R A S 80p;
COLCHESTER: T 0 £2; LONDON E1: .
B R G 50p; LONDON NW2: D S 50p;
CHICAGO: J K £3; COLCHESTER:
S C 50p.

TOTAL: ‘£27. 33
Previously acknowledged: £1147. 0'7

TOTAL TO DATE : Ellqldll

new from

FREEDOM PRESS
MAX STlRNER'S EGOISM

by J0hn P. Clark

A new 5|-udy of Stirner's work and
critique of his philosophy

ll2 pages, paper £ l.5O (post 20p)
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"ARE YOU THE MAN FROM THE
IMF? "

at

C T-I
‘Neal Cassidy and The Romance Kid’.
Icon drawing plus handwritten poem for
Jack Kerouac. Photo litho print on 8" x
10" card in edition of '75 signed and
numbered. Unmounted E 1 .20 incl. post,
mounted on black board size 11%" x 16"
E1. 30 incl. post, mounted 8: framed
(print style w. clips) £3.25 incl. p & p.
Also ‘The Way to the stars‘ ten poems
at anti -inflationary price of 1/6d plus
2/- post (7%p + 10p). Both from, and by,
Jeff Cloves 40 Beaconsfield Road St
Albans herts.
 R'TARU_N StudenFN'etw5rk is
now functioning. Contact is Peter Baker
A06 Allesley House, Rootes Residences
Univ. of Warwick, Coventry CV4 '7AL _
PAMPHIIETS wanted F A RidIey's The
Papacy 8: Fascism, and The Jesuits?-
Also books/Yiimphs dealing wforganised
religion . To use for political book in
progress. Kindly state cost 8: return ad
dress to Larry Shull, P O Box 3421
Tucson, Arizona 85702 USA A _
 Nanarchists in Londoh If so
contact Doug Truman, 166 Cleveland
St. London W.1. Flat 18. p
PEOPIZE with at DISA B'IE[ITI"Y Tjiberatioiii
Front Box 1976 c/o Rising Free, 142
Drummond St. London NW1 e _
NORTHKNTTS E S Neill_A_ssn'.'gr1oup
Contact Sue and Terry Phillips, '7
Cresswell Walk, Corby i I _

MEETINGS
DOUGLAS KEPPER invites friends to
Christmas gathering of Social Action
Projects (Drug Dependents Care Group)
on Saturday 18 December at 2. 30 pm at
6 Endsleigh St. London W. C. 1. Conver-
sation and refreshments. _

Group me-ei§“§.§U pm at
9 Monmouth House, Westhill Rd. SW18
Dec. 18 and fortnightly thereafter.
HYDE PARK Speakers Cfnr (Marble
Arch) Anarchist Forum alternate Sun-
days 1 pm. Speakers, listeners 8: heck-
lers welcomed.  ,__ t
EAST II5NDON'group holdstreguldf
fortnightly mtgs. at 123 Lathom Rd.E6
Phone Ken on 552 3985 for details. e__
K ibdrtari’an‘OfBhp, interest-
ed persons contact Pauline 5@ 2564 __
S.ETl'.TONDO'N Eibe'r'tarianOroup meets
Wednesdays. Ring Georgina 46011823’
BIRMHOHAM BEEP: §Red'Oroup regu-
larSunday mtgs, For info contact Bob
Prew, 40c Trafalgar Rd. Moseley,
Birmingahm 13 _ _ _____ __
 stjfi@rafion.
For mtgs. activities 8: newsletter write
16EB.°S?'1'11 R.<1;__B9.1_'5°“»~ _La.!'°s-1 . --

GROUPS
ABERYSTWYTH Anarchists C/0 St|.1d-
ents' Union, Laura Place Aberystwyth
 archists contact 6 Stockley
Avenue, Harwood, Bolton (tel. 387516
 hmchists contact -Ron
Stephan, 41 York St. Cambridge.
 mrchists write '7 Cresswell
Walk, Corby, Northants NN1 21A
 Corne, c7o Sfidents
Union, Univ. of Warwick, Coventry.
DURHAM,’ 'M:Tr'tiTi"Sp?iTé'§' 11 Front St.
Sherburnjfillagee, Durham e _, ,_,

EAST ANGLIAN -Libertarians,» Martyn
Everett, 11 Gibson Gardens, Saffron
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HAT FATAL CH
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This issue, the penultimate for I976, is dedicated to Bakunin on the
lOOth anniversary of his death. The two articles which take up this
issue are concerned with Bokunin's contribution to ideas on class.
The First is on his examination of the class structure of the Italian society
of his day, produced as an attack On Mazzini's views. The second and
longer piece is by the Italian .ranarchist Luciano Pellicani, on Bakunin's
more general examination of Marxism and class. This article was
presented by Pelliconi at the International Conference of Bakunin .
Studies between 24-26 in Venice (see FREEDOM of November 6 I976
which also contained an article on Bakur-in's impact in Russia by Sam
Dolgoff .

ON 22 January this year the New York Review carried a
long article by Aileen Kelly on tBakunin -
Anthony Masters‘ unsatisfactory biography Bakunin: The
Father of Anarchism , Carr's Michae 
Michael Bakunin: Selected Writings, F<%i Lehning
Written with a peculiar Bitterness, Kelly 's review, entitled
"The Fatal Charm of the Millenium" was mainly an attack on
the claim by Carr that Bakunin represents "one of the com-
pletest embodiments in the history of the story of liberty"
and on Lehning's "extreme" efforts to show that Bakunin's
writings "constitute a coherent social philosophy with a com-
plementary theory of revolutionary practice. " Contradicting
both Lehning and Carr, Aileen Kelly stresses the innate dict-
atorial qualities of Bakunin's thinking. In order to do this
she dwells on the famous friendship with Nechaev and on
sweeping generali sations about the "totalitarianism implicit
in all millenarian thought. " She quotes Isaiah Berlin's dis-
approving comment that a serious examination of Bakunin's
view of liberty reveals a "confused and meaningless jumble
of radical patter, empty tautologies, and the incantations of
glib Hegelian claptrap. " An example of this is, supposedly,
Bakunin's remark that "Freedom can be created only by free-
dom" - one that most anarchists would have no difficulty in
under standing as a clear -sighted and well-founded warning
against the dangers of pursuing freedom through authoritar-
ian means.

Another ally sought by Kelly against Lehning and Carr is
Turgenev, whose portrait of Bakunin in his novel Rudin she
asserts to be the most penetrating ever made. (In fact, in
their view of Bakunin both Kelly and Berlin seem to have
exclusively in mind the long dinner hours at the country house
of Darya Lasunsky where an egocentric and intensely ideal-
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istic young manwith splendid blue eyes holds forth on Truth
and Beauty, etc. , etc. , quite oblivious of the varying, and
sometimes dangerous effects he is having on his listener s).
But Turgenev, by no means quite unsympathetic to Rudin,
knew Bakunin as a student in Berlin in the early l840s, and
he is thinking of the Bakunin of The Reaction in Germany.
It is this image which has mainly slick, and which Kelly
maintains is the right one. Bakunin, she says, is not con-
cerned with freedom "in the real world"_but only in a disem-
bodied form. Again appealing to vast generalisations she
claims that "for the millenarian psychology there is nothing
incongruous in the combination of liberty and of dictatorship
- the second flows naturally from the first, a product of the
dualism inherent in all millenarian ideologies. "

This emphasis on anarchism as a millenarian ideology,
the product of a feverish brain, is typical of those who not
only write about it from a distance (and why noti), but who
do so (and this is inexcusable) without undertaking even a
little homework first. Thus Bakunin is presented as an in-
competent fool among knaves - warm, passionate, perversely
noble, quixotically brave, but unrealistic and innately author-
itarian and dangerous on account of the influence he exerts
on others who possess both a greater sense of reality (fewer
scruples?), better organisational skills (Nechaev?), and less
generosity. His "henchmen" (that is the word she uses) are
liars if they deny that he and they were not intending to est-
ablish a secret elite within the International under his pers-
onal dictator ship. In following Bakunin they had either unwit-
tingly fallen into the totalitarian trap or were born bullies,
says Kelly, using against the anarchists the same unjust and
sweeping arguments that are used (often by anarchists)
against all those who call themselves Marxists.

Faced with this widespread and misleading image of Bakun-
in as the "idealist exalte" it is worth noting Bakunin's views
on one whom Kelly does not mention and who, at least out-
side Italy, is rarely referred to in any discussion of Bakunin.
This is the republican democrat Mazzini who indisputably was
an idealist exalté all his life. Bakunin readily acknowledged
Mazzini's great services to the struggles for unification, as
he acknowledged the great contributions of Marx to the inter-
national labour movement, and as he would those of libertar-
ian Marxists today (l) but his attack on Mazzini and the Mazz-
inian movement was both devastating and constructive, and
in view of the kind of remarks that filled January's New York
Review of Books perhaps it deserves more attention.

Before Italy's unification Mazzinian influence had mainly
spread through the nationalist insurrectionary youth organis-
ations, Giovine Italia, based on the "carboneria" or "char-
coal burners" of the Risorgimento (resurgence). This influ-
ence continued in the first workers’ societies to be run indep-
endently of church or aristocratic charity. As such these
societies played a key role in the emergence of a labour move-
ment in Italy. But Mazzini was adamant that they should con-
fine themselves to purely reformist economic demands and
in no way offend the bourgeoisie by the kind of rash actions
in which the young bourgeois patriots had themselves indulged
before unification. He repudiated any sort of class analysis
and while his concept of the "worker" was vague, his notion
of the peasantry - by far the largest section of the Italian
population - was virtually non-existent.

Bakunin arrived in Italy in 1864 as representative of the
Fir st International. It was the very same year in which Mazz-
ini succeeded in getting approval for his "pact of brotherhood"
between the workers‘ societies andthus a guarantee of con-
tinued Mazzinian influence over the labour movement. When
Bakunin moved from Florence to Naples in search of a more
amenable and receptive base for his activities one can imag-
ine the consternation of the old patriot. The "materialist".
"scientifc" and "internationalist" philosophy which Bakunin pt
represented was a clear threat to the pious patriotism and
spirit of cooperation with authority he had striven so long and



so zealously to generate among the Italian workers. In the
past his main quarrel had been with the radical federalist
Cattaneo who, with great intelligence, had defended the polit-
ical and economic autonomy of the old regions and city rep -
ublics against the idea of unity on the terms of Piedmon.tese
supremacy and centralised government. Now the charge
Mazzini had brought against Cattaneo - lack of patriotism -
was levelled against the budding social revolutionary move-
ment and reached its climax with the rise and fall of the Paris
Commune in 1871. Mazzini lashed out against the Commune's
anti -nationalism, anti -unitarism, materialism, class basis.
His condemnation marks a turning point in the history of the
Italian labour movement but also in that of anarchism. In
his excellent anthology of the labour movement in Italy, ,
G. Manacorda describes Bakunin as providing the "effective
expression of the consciousnes s of the revolutionary post-
Mazzinian generation. "

Certainly his writings at this crucial time just after the
Commune and as Mazzini was planning a last desperate att-
empt to recuperate the workers‘ societies in a new Pact of
Brotherhood, may be numbered among the most lucid and
constructive of all his work. It would, however, be a mistake
to attribute to Bakunin alone the impact of anarchist thought
on the young generation. The "noonday" south had a rebell-
ious and rich humanist, illuminist tradition. The Neapolitan
nobleman and soldier Carlo Pisacane, only seven years
before Bakunin's arrival in Italy, had died in an inadequately
organised attempt to spark off social revolution from Sapri.
Writing to Cattaneo in l85l he had referred to the "anarchy of
Proudhon" as the only just form of government (2) and among
southern revolutionaries he had helped spread the ideas of
anarchic communism. Fanelli, a close friend and collaborat-
or of Pisacane, better known by anarchists for his later work
in Spain, was now one of Bakunin's circle with, among others,
Cafiero and Tucci. There can therefore be no doubt that
Bakunin became acquainted with Pisacane's ideas during his
time in the Mezzogiorno, if not before, and that he made
good use of them. It _would indeed be a worthwhile task to
study the connections between Pisacane and Cattaneo and
Bakunin in detail.

Bakunin's writings at this period of his life include his reply
to Mazzini's attack on the Commune and his "Political Theo-
logy of Mazzini" (both in Selected Writi s) and his less well-
known but clear and interesting analysis of "The Social Class
es in Italy" (3). In these essays Bakunin reiterates Pisacane's
criticisms of Mazzinian formalism and idealism ("he aband-
ons the earth and seeks it in the sky" wrote Pisacane). In
"The Social Classes in Italy" Bakunin refutes Mazzini's
attack on the Commune by juxtaposing a detailed study of the
country's class structure with Mazzini's emphasis on social
unity. And in this context it is also worth noting Bakunin's
later criticism of Marx for basing his entire revolutionary
theory on the study of one advanced industrial society (E ng-
land). Before their famous quarrel split the International
Bakunin, in this essay, is pointing to the necessity of basing
revolutionary strategy on the needs and characteristics of
of each country, region and commune in question, and warn-
ing against the application of a universal doctrine.

_ Bakunin's class analysis of Italian society (and note, not
51111915’ his "class analysis! ") is more detailed than that of
Marx and Engels, since his division of the country into "five
nations" is based on more than the criterion of economic
production. A distinction is drawn between the clerical nat-
ion and the rest, between the haute bourgeoisie or Consort?-
ium, as he calls it, and the medium and small bourgeoisie,
between the factory and urban proletariat and the peasants.
Bakunin is ready to add to these a further quantity of divisions,
mentioning for example a military and a bureaucratic caste.
Here his approach is close to the more modern - and also
pre-Marxist - tendency to analyse class structure from a
wider social as well as economic viewpoint.

The Consortium was Bakunin's term for a new class com-
prising that part of the more or less wealthy aristocracy who
were not integrated into the clerical caste, together with the
wealthy bourgeoisie which had formed through massive indust-
rial, financial and commerical traniactlons in the years foll-
owing unification. The Consortium e named "the State par
excellence". It represented the heavy centralisation of the
state" since unity had been achieved and reinforced by big busi-
ness, massive speculation and colossal fraud. The Consort-

ium was the mostimportant ally of the Church and, no ‘more
arrogant than its English counterparts, absorbed" intoits ranks
an intelligentsia which might have otherwise rebelled against
it. “Unlike the clerical caste the Consortium was by no means.
patriotic. It aimed only at increasing its own wealth "at the
expense of national prosperity. " On the other hand the medium
and small bourgeoisie was the real "patriotic class". Like
Marx Bakunin freely recognised its positive contribution to
western civilisation. With the achievement of political revol-
ution, however, Bakunin saw this class as totally exhausted,
sterile "like a lemon from which so long and distinguished a
history has squeezed the last drop of juice. " Not even the
"dictatorial heroism" of a Garibaldi could save it fro m its
own decay and from exploitation by the Bank, supreme weap-
on of the Consortium.

Here again, Bakunin returns specifically to his attack on
Mazzini and Garibaldi. This is the class from which, in ever
decreasing numbers, have come the last partisans of unity -
"poor youth full of generous aspirations and ideals, but excess-
ively ignorant, disorientated and lost . . in the corrupt reality
of bourgeois society in Italy today. " This passage is import-
ant not only for its direct relevance to the time in which it was
written but for the light it throws upon Bakunin's impatience
with empty rhetoric and heroic gesturing, and above all on his
awareness of the dangers, even immorality, of Mazzinian
oratory. While inspiringthe most generous sacrifices on the
part of bourgeois youth, abstract idealism had led them to
feel the people bound in gratitude for the gains of unification,
and bound to serve the state now it had become independent.
The brilliant young revolutionary Gobetti was to make the
same point on the eve of the fascist dictatorship when he des-
cribed Mazzini's book I doveri dell'uomo (The duties of man)
as "immoral in that it proposes to the worker an ideal that
does not arise from his own heart," Pfirslladihg him and his
fellows to acceptthe fraud of parliamentary democracy and
its rhetoric.

Bakunin places the ‘small or "petty" bourgeoisie close to
the proletariat in terms of exploitation and misfortune and
assumes that though it would not be the prime mover of social
revolution it would throw itself wholeheartedly into the strugg-
le. Where the urban proletariat and the peasantry are con-
cerned, again Bakunin ‘s views come very close to those of
Pisacane, whose conversion to revolutionary socialism was
quickened and stimulated by his close contacts with both emi-
gré and English radical groups in London (4). Pisacane saw
the urban proletariat and the peasantry as the liberation army
of social revolution, organised on the basis of voluntary assoc-
iation. Bakunin adhered to this view. He felt the urban p:rol-
etariat had to some extent shared the same experience as the
bourgeoisie in the municipal struggles and developments of
the middle ages and much later again in the upheavals of the
Risorgimento. But the condition of the proletariat being one
of hunger and misery, they necessarily had "the morality and
the logic of labour. " The Mazzinian/Garibaldine slogans they
uttered rang hollow to Bakunin's ears and it was td the social
revolution and to the historically, politically virgin peasantry
that they would bring all the benefits of their experience.

In later years Gramsci would echo both Pisacane and Bakunin
when emphasising, in Bakunin's words, the need to study the a
means of "breaking the ice that separates the proletariat Of
the city from the people of the countryside.

An analysis of the kind attempted in The Social Classes in
Italy is outstanding not only for its "theoretical rigour", as
Manacorda calls it, its shrewd observations of the political
and social effects of historical development on each of the
various "nations" within Italian society, its premonitions of
the "ethical state" of fascist ideology (as defined for instance
in Gentile's famous entry in the Encyclopaedia), or its
warnings about the "political and historical lie" of the tradit-

- ion of regional federalism as distinct from federalism organ-
ised on the basis of the association and commune. All these
points have been encapsulated in Bakunin's essay, but when
one remembers the caricature of the exalted idealist, obliv-
ious of what is going on around him, what is also interesting
is his quick eve for customs, mannerisms, social and psycho
logical effects on personality and class. Bakunin notes the
reciprocal disdain of urban worker and peasant - resembling
that of the disdain between organised worker and "lumpen-
oroletarian" in the sprawling southern cities of todav. He notes

 -



for instance, the linguistic forms expressing scepticism or
indifference in the tired Florentine bourgeoisie, the superstit-
ion rather than religion of the peasantry, the subtle relation-
ship between peasant and village priest, who, while "gently
exploiting" this superstition, shares in the peasants’ miserab-
le life and to some extent breaks its wretched monotony by
playing the role of the "good devil" or clown.

Bakunin's approach to class, unlike that of the mass of
crude class -war literature turned out by the left-wing press
today, is refreshingly devoid of cliche, more isophisticated
and empirical (and this in total contrast to the misty idealism
of Mazzinian thought as well). For Bakunin class exploitation
works on a variety of different levels - not just the simple
plane of capitalist (or bureaucrat) versus worker, but of high
finance versus medium and lower middle class, of church
aristocracy versus subaltern priest and peasant together, of
idealistic political fervour versus the basic needs of urban
worker and peasant, etc.

Another interesting aspect of his essay when one refers
back to Kelly's picture or to that of the Catechism of the Rev -
olutiogyr is Bakunin's view of the way in which social rev-
o ution wi 1 be accomplished. Here it is founded on a deter-
ministic approach to class exploitation; "Socialism is not fer-
ocious; it is a thousand times more humane than jacobinism,
that is than political revolution; it has nothing whatever aga-
inst individuals, even the most wicked,l<nowing very well that
all individuals, good or bad, are but the product of the social
position that history and society have created for them. "
This view is identical to that of Paine in Rights of Man, when
too prematurely brushing aside Burke's fears of a jacobin
terror.

True, in Bakunin's assurance that after the whirlwind of
popular fury against the rulers the socialist revolutionaries
would vigorously oppose all cold-blooded butchery, one may
detect something of Kelly's Bakunin, assuring Wagner that
Beethoven's Ninth symphony would be spared the holocaust!
His distaste for the terror tactics of a Robespierre or Herbert,
as opposed to what he felt would be the inevitable release of
pent-up emotion on the part of the people as a whole, is quite
clear. But Bakunin is not much good at reassurance, and the
occasional references in his work to the role of a powerless
elite or dictatorship remain unconvincing. This is the area,
indeed, where Aileen Kelly has aicase and where a millenar-
ian or insurrectionary approach to revolution always runs
into trouble from a libertarian viewpoint. Pisacane had the
same difficulty when he suggested that responsibility for public
administration, and maintenance of unity and coherence of
action,be confided to a "genio" or single individual who would
be controlled from below and subject to recall. Again this
reassurance does not convince, and the contradiction between
the awarding of specific roles to individuals and the general
anti -authoritarian framework remains unsolved.

Yet, to build a picture of Pisacane on this. particular flaw‘
in the quality of his thought would be both absurd and intellec-
tually dishonest, just as in the case of Bakunin‘. In the indust-
rially backward countries for which he mainly wrote, his
influence, as we know, was highly positive ; and in Italy
Bakunin was able to make good use of the wealth of ideas that
had been generated by the numerous past struggles against
domination. From Sapri to Bologna the millenarian-type
attempts to bring social revolution ended in tragedy or farce,
or at the least in several inches of rain . . . but anarchism
here was not rapidly suppressed in a revolutionary power
struggle and blossomed from the Rimini congress onwards
into a large -scale anarchist movement (from which the social-
ist and communist parties were eventually to break away).

Bakunin's successors in Italy, anarchist communists or
anarcho-syndicalists, were often people of high integrity,
lucidly aware - like Malatesta - of the constant self-criticism
and self-discipline necessary to a mature society in which
anarchism can prosper. None of them would have denied
their debt to Bakunin, and today, Kelly notes, the relevance
of his ideas to present day problems "is being defended with
increasing vehemence", just as his method of approach to
social analysis is being given more attention.

It is intriguing that she should observe this renewed
interest with such intense disgust, and a pity that her critic-
isms consist of such sweeping and misleading generalisations
and such crude efforts at psychological appraisal.

\

Notes (l) In their appeal of 30 July I975 to the Consitutional Court of
Yugoslavia against expulsion from Belgrade University, the members of
the Praxis group make an interesting statement of their view on the
"withering away" of thestate. They strongly criticise moves since l963
to halt the process of "transformation of the organs of the state into organs
of selt"govemment" and critics who show "an extraordinary spiritual
poverty since they assumed that the only choice was between "statism"
and "liberalism." The appeal goes on to assert that "The historical truth
lies with a third altemative: democratic, self-managing coordination and
direction, real equalisation of the conditions of economic activity . . .
There is no other way For radical liberation of the working class from the
tutorship of state and bureaucracy." The Praxis appeal stresses the need
to keep strictly to the League of Communists of Yugoslavia‘: programme.
Clause l calls For the abolition of wage labour. Clause 2 calls for the
"Abolition of all forms of political oppression; including the ‘withering
away of the state in general‘ and the establishment of proper self-man-
aging institutions. ' '

(2) From Pisacane, La Rivoluzione , ed. Einaudi, introduction by
Franco della Peruta, I970

(3) ll socialismo nella storia d'ltalia, G. Manacorda, Lcterza, I966

(4) Franco della Peruta, introduction, La Rivoluzione
snore G FL fM/NG-
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INTERNATIONAL BAKUNIN CONFERENCE vsmca, 24/26 SEPTEMBER, 1976

THIS ARTICLE was a paper "La Critica Bakuniana del
Marxismo Come Ideologia di Classe dell‘ Intellighenzia
Proletarizzata" read at the Conference.

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT social phenomena of the
20th century has undoubtedly been the rise to political power
of a "new class" which the Marxists in no way anticipated
and which on the other hand the anarchists - especially Bak-
unin and Machajski - "foretold" with surprising precision,
plumbing the depths of the working class movement (l). This
phenomenon and the way in which it was predicted have not
yet, however, attained full citizen status in contemporary cul-
ture. What has happened is that the spreading of Marxism
and its cultural supremacy have considerably distorted most
people's perception and brought about a real intellectual blind-
ness, hard to cure because people affected by it are convinced
that they have the key to the real meaning of all past, present
and future events. But this is not surprising, given that it is
Marxism itself that has supplied the "new class" with the
ideological weaponry for gaining and firmly maintaining power.
Put in another way: not only has Marxism prevented a quick
understanding of the bureaucratic -managerial revolution which
brought the oligarchy of knowledge and technical-administrat-
ive competence to the summit of the social hierarchy, it has
also allowed it and reinforced it, since it has given the "new
bosses" the ideal political formula for legitimising their class
power before themselves and the people.

First of all we must discuss one of the most common cliches,
most common but at the same time, and indeed for that very
reason, one of the most deceptive. ¢AI'lCl because of this the
real nature of communism is still masked, or seen in reverse.
This cliche - which in certain circles has.become politically
very "advanced", a real article of faith and shibboleth for

Luciano Pellicani

rapidly identifying the enemies of socialism - can be express-
ed in this way: Marxism is the ideology ("scientific" naturally)
of the industrial proletariat; thanks to this it has gained power
in several countries - arbitrarily baptised socialist - and
today poses as the historical heir of the capitalist bourgeoisie.

Things, naturally, are quite different and one can say with-
out hesitation that rarely was any proposition further from
reality and thus more deceptive than this historical identity
between Marxism and working class, communist alternative
and emancipation of the workers. Here reality is literally
turned upside down as in a camera obscura. This is due to a
"derivation" (in the Paretian sense) and is to be considered
as one of the most amazing results of the power of deception
and self-deception which man possesses. According to this
"derivation" Marxism is the accurate expression of the inter-
ests of the working classes. History rather shows that com-
munist revolutions have brought to power a new oligarchy
which monopolises the leading functions of social life through
control of the intellectual, cognitive and technical resources.
This new ruling class is made up of bureaucrats, managers,
technicians and sciefitists, it is in other words a mosaic of
auite different groups which have nevertheless been made
sufficiently homogeneous by the monopoly of "know-how " and
this is the solid base of its social and political supremacy.

As well, this oligarchy of know-how has been able to estab-
lish a form of total dominion from the very fact that the revol-
ution carried out in the name of Marx's doctrine have concen-
trated all power in the Party-State; and this therefore becom-
es the sole controller of social life.

From the viewpoint of historical materialism such a phen-
omenon is inexplicable as the existence of a class is made to
coincide with the existence of private property. And, in eff-
ect, the orthodox Marxists either deny the existence of the
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new ruling class of the so-called socialist societies or are
compelled to regard the totalitarian rule of bureaucracy and
the managerial intelligentsia as a degeneration or passing ex-
crescence, destined to disappear as soon as the proletariat
takes over the usurped power of the Communist party funct-
ionaries (2). Except that the "new class" described in more
or less analagous terms by Bruno Rizzi, James Burnham,
Max Schachtman and Milovan Djilas (3) not only exists, but is
so stable that it is difficult to describe its formation as a dev-
iation from that one-way traffic which is the Marxist interpret-
ation of History. Moreover, the formation of a new ruling
class within the workers' organisations led by the Marxists
was clearly foreseen by Bakunin who repeatedly warned the
European workers of the "red bureaucracy. " Bakunin also A
realised that through Marx's authoritarian and centralised
systems the (promised) emancipation of the working class
would not take place, but on the contrary the installation of a ‘
new form of class rule based no longer on the private owner-
ship of the means of production but on the nE "
ledge and the integral state takeover of social life. which *
would Ea able F5 "pervert" the popuEi¥ revolutions if their
anti-bodies were not quickly discovered.

Hence his continual polemic against the Marxist doctrinar-
ians in whom he saw the "new masters" of society to come,
the oligarchy which, using the workers' movement for spring-
board, would instal its own class dictatorship in the guise of
the popular State.

Bakunin came to this most remarkable anticipation of the
future developments of communism through an analysis of
two kinds of phenomena: the presence in the European workers'
movement of a plethora of proletarised intellectuals (intellett-
uali proletarizzati) in search of power and the particular
nature, at once authoritarian and mtrinaire, of Marxism.
He went on to link these two phenomena - alienated intelligent-
sia and Marxist ideology - and quickly saw the political result
which, combined, they would produce: the "colonisation" of
the working class by the revolutionary docirinarians to be
followed b the dictatorship of the intellectuals over the prol-Y
etarian masses wherever a VlC5I°l0LlS popular revolution took
place-

The Root Evil A
What led Bakunin to foresee the involution in an oligarchic

and class sense, of the communist revolution Undoubtedly a
rather more realistic idea of power than that on which the
whole impressive edifice of Marxian sociology depends.
According to this the unique source of power by man over man
is private property which has unleashed class war by throw-
ing a solid and compact primitive society into disarray.
This is described by Engels in the following terms: "The pow-
er of the natural community had to be smashed; and in fact it
was. But it was smashed by the influences which appear to
us to have been from the beginning a degradation and a culp-
able fall from the simple heights of aristocratic society. The
basest interests - vulgar greed, brutal cupidity, sordid avar-
ice, egoistical plunder of common plunder - inaugurated the
new uncivilised society, the class society" (4). The historic-
al agent which broke up the intellectual and moral unity of
primitive humanity was that very private (property which the
theory assumes for this reason alone to be the source of the
root evil. Thus to the Christian doctrine of original sin which
places the root evil in the heart of man, Marx and Engels
opposed a "revised" version of the gnostic doctrine of the fall
and of alienation. An exquisitely and irremediably mythical
doctrine (5) but indispensable because without it the whole
Marxist theoretical edifice crumbles, and what especially
crumbles is the metastlc hope of creating a classless and
stateless society through the suppression of private property.

The reasoning behind this strange concept of power borrow-
ed directly from Rousseau. Morellv and Babeuf. is the follow-
ing: the rule of man over man derives not from a psycholog-
ical but from an economic and social base It is closely linked
to the nenury in which men found themselves in nature and to
the institution of private property The first obstacle betw-
een class and classless society being removed by the indust-
rial revolution - hence the mystical exaltation by Marx of the
development of productive forces which he saw as a sine qua
non for liberating man from slavery and evil - it only remains

to eliminate private property, that is, to collectivise all the
means of production.

Put in these terms the problem of the building of socialism
is one of exhilerating simplicity: only suppress the expropriat-
ors and sooner or later humanity, though it may be through
intense and dramatic struggles, willfind its original lost unity-
To Marx and to the Marxists the idea that the transitory dict-
atorship could change into a new form of class dominion seem-
ed really absurd? Was private property not the only source
of power? Then how would the existence of the State and of
classes in a society free from the root evil, be possible?
As is known this was the argument made by Trotsky against
what, in a revealing expression, he called the "bureaucratic
usurpation" of power to the detriment of the working class;
and this continues to be the more or less explicit argument of
the Marxists; even when the communist societies make rec-
ourse to terror, brainwashing, persecution of dissidents and
repression of every form of protest by the working class,
they conserve for Marxists an indisputable moral superiority
over the capitalist societies based on private property.

All this happens because the Marxists are convinced that
the root evil is not a part of human nature, but the product of
an institution - private property - which has perverted ever?-
thing and must therefore be suppressed in order to restore
the unity it broke Only then would reality be what it was in
the beginning: a perfectly harmonious totality.

As can be seen, we have here a real theological dogma or
article of faith with which the Marxist identifies himself tot-
ally. So much so that he is ready to defend it by any means,
including the persecution of unbelievers and heretics - since
on this depends the possibility for the salvation of humanity
In fact humanity can be freed and redeemed only on condition
that the root evil is external to human nature This is pure
gnosticism. (6)

Such mysticism, slyly masquerading as science, was at g
once condemned by the anarchists who, to the marxian theory
of power opposed the following concept: "the State is in no p
way an organic product of society. nor the consequence of
class antagonisms, but the cause of them . . . The unsustain-
able character of the hypothesi's of th?5i'rth of the State and
above all the refusal of the Marxist utopia of the ' suppress-
ion ’ of the State through the dialectical development of the
process of production, requires in consequence an utterly
different position on the ouestion of the transition to socialism.
that is, to a society meriting the description of classless
and stateless. Anarchist socialism takes it as an accomplish-
ed fact that history is the history of class struggle and, like
Marx, recognises that it is the duty of the proletariat to
suppress class antagonisms in struggle against the capitalist
class with the aim of destroying the monopoly of its economic
power. But this monopoly was madepossible through a mon-
opoly of power - that is through that force organised as State
which first gave it birth and then, through this double monop-
oly, allowed its ever greater development: hence the need to
destroy both the monopoly of the political State and the econ-
omic monopoly" ('7).

Obviously the Marxists followed a path opposed to that of
the anarchists and, in perfect consistency with their concept
of nature and the origins of the root evil installed, wherever
they succeeded, a State combining in itself both the monopoly
of political and economic power Thus not only did the supp-
ression of the State by society not take place, on the contrary,
society was suppressed by the State. A totalitarian system
was set up, managed by an oligarchy monopolising knowledge
and controlling all social life through an omni-pervasive
bureaucratic-managerial machine. In this way a theoretical
error - the arbitrary identification of power with private '
property - engendered a political process leading to an exact-
ly opposite result from that promised and "scientifically"
foreseen by the doctrine

Bakunin was the first to see, with extreme accuracy, the
bureaucratic -totalitarian outcome of the Marxist revolution
in that he understood that the private ownership of the means
of production is in no way the uniaue source of power, and
that power can arise as the spntaneous product of the organ-
isation and monopoly of knowledge. Suppressing private prop-
erty without dismantling the political structures - this is in‘
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‘brief his thesis - the Marxists automatically "exalted" the
controllers of the State bureaucratic machine and the social
groups in possession of a cognitive patrimony superior to
that of simple workers. This enabled him not only to fore-
see the classist outcome of the instauration of revolutionary
dictatorship, but also to detect in Marxism the ideology of a
marginal intelligentsia aspiring to its own class dominion
through the expropriation of the capitalists in the name of the
people .

Let us examine more closelv the Dhysi0l'lOmV of the Bakun-
ian interpretation of Marxism as a class ideology of the
"proletari sed" intelligentsia

Dictatorship of the
Proletariat ?

Bakunin's criticisms in the first place concern the Marxian
concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat. "If the prolet-
ariat", wrote the great Russian anarchist, "becomes the
ruling class, over whom will it rule? ‘This means that another
proletariat will be subiected under the new State. For exam-
ple the peasant rabble, who. as is known, do not enioy the
favour of the Marxists and who, being at the lowest level of
culture, will be evidently governed by the proletariat of the
cities and the factories. Ur if we consider the question from
a nationalist point of view, taking the Slavs in respect to the
Germans, the former will in iust the same way be subiected
by the German proletariat after their victory over their
bourgeoisie. Where there is State, there inevitably is there
domination and in consequence slavery; the State without
slavery, open or hidden, is inconceivable. This is why we
are the enemies of the State. What can it mean, the proletar-
iat organised as ruling class? Is it possible for the whole
proletariat to place itself at the head of government? That all
the people govern and that no-one is governed ? In that situat-
ion there would be no government, and no State; but if there is
a State there will be subiects, there will be slaves. " (8)

The obiection, we can see, is not a minor one, and it will
be repeated many times by anarchists against the partisans
of the state -centred concept of building socialism. But what
is more interesting and instructive in the Bakunian analysis
of the Marxist theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat is
the singling out of the dangers inherent in the change of men-
talitv of the revolutionary elite as soon as it takes possession
of the State machine. As we know, in Marxism the psychol-
ogical variables are cancelled out or, more precisely, red-
uced to symptoms of the corruption of humanity generated by
private property. In conseouence the idea that even in a
society without private ownership a class can be formed with
interests and a mentality distinct from that of the mass of the
workers is disdainfullv brushed aside as a reactionary and
anti-scientific bourgeois preiudice Instead Bakunin was
auickly to warn that things are very different from the way
Marxists imagine them, and that the egoistic and authoritarian
tendencies of human nature do not derive from the existence
of private property. I-le continues in fact: "This dilemma is
solved simplistically by Marxian theory. By popular govern-
ment they mean government of the people by a small number
of the representatives elected by the people; the self-styled
representatives of the people and the governors of the State.
That is the last word of the Marxists as of the democratic
school; it is a lie concealing the despotism of a ruling minority
all the more perilous in that it presents itself as the express-
ion of the so-called will of the people. Thus from whatever
angle one looks at it, one always arrives at the same unpleas-
ant result: the government of the vast majority of the people
by a privileged minority. But this minority, the Marxists
tell us, will be workers. Yes, certainly, ex-workers who,
as soon as they become governors or represenfitives of the
people, are no longer workers and will look upon the world of
manual labour from the heights of the State. They will no
longer represent the people but them selves, and their own
pretensions of wanting to govern the people. Anyone who
doubts this knows nothing of human nature. " (9).

So the theory of the preparatory dictatorship is condemned
as a dangerous sophism pregnant with conseauences in open
conflict with the ultimate goal of socialism, which is to free

man. What is also criticised with great precision is the un-
realistic conception of human nature as an anthropoligical
back drop to such a doctrine. The State in transition - says
Bakunin - will automatically generate a ruling class, since
the exercise of power will mould the psychology of the ex-
workers and doctrinarians and will change them into governors
with all the typical defects of the privileged classes. In this
context Bakunin's thesis is extremely radical: either one
destroys the State or one must accept "the vilest and most
fearful lie of our century: the red bureaucracy" (10).
Tertium non datg. Or rather, in principlea third solution is
'00ssi5[e: the I1‘ Beral one, based on the mutual control of the
centres of power through the pluralistic structure of society
and the establishment of the constitutional State. But Bakun-
in, naturally, is not disposed even to take this into consider-
ation. His revolutionary romanticism leads him to establish
a dilemma between the illimited despotism of the bureaucracy
("white" or "red") and anarchic liberty. A dilemma which
Marx does not succeed even in perceiving, persuaded as he
is that History has a one -way direction and that, thanks to
"scientific" socialism, he is already well aware of the dial-
ectically necessary outcome. In his Weltanschauung there is
no place for subiectiye elements which may divert humanity's
iourney to the Promised Land But Bakunin does not in the
least share Marx's mystical faith in the necessarian laws of
History and can therefore see the dangers that exist in the
restoration of the authoritarian principle under the flags.of
socialism

The Doctrinal
Revolutionaries

But, as has been pointed out, there is in the Bakunian anal-
ysis something more than a simple invitation to take the psy-
chological variables into serious consideration. There is the
perception of the real class nature of the Marxist revolution.
In this Bakunin saw the political operation by means of which
the intellectuals would take possession of the City of Command
using the proletarian mass as basic material for winning their
fight against the propertied classes Who are the Marxists,
partisans of so-called scientific socialism? asks Bakunin.
They are the doctrinal‘ revolution:-a.ries"who have assumed the
mission of destroying the exi sting powers and orders to
create their own dictatorship upon their ruins. They are
enemies of the actual powers only because they wish to take
them over; enemies of the actual political institutions only
because they exclude the possibility of their dictatorship;
but they are nevertheless the most ardent friends of the
State power which must be maintained, without which "the
revolution, after haying really liberated the people, would
remove from this pseudo-revolutionary minority any hope of
fastening them to a new harness and winning their favour
with government measures" (ll).

Applying what sociologists have subsequently defined as
the "unmasking techniaue" Bakunin does not hesitate in seeing
in the ends and ideals proclaimed by the Marxist revolution-
aries a mere ideological gloss. This conceals to themselves
and above all to the workers, the real motivations for those
actions, springing spntaneously from their abnormal social
condition. The doctrinarians in fact do not come either from
the popular classes (classi popolari) or from the ruling class-
es; they are thus half -way between the governed masses and
the power elites. Their area of recruitment is the proletar-
ised intelligentsia, typical product of a rapid spread of educ-
ation unaccompanied by an eaually rapid absorption of-intell-
ectual workers (lavoratori intellettuali) by the market. They
are therefore intellectuals deprived of a status responding to
their very high expectations, for this reason condemned to a
"social marginality. "

Outside the Command City and the central institutions which
mould the life of the masses. these "pariahs of the intelligent-
sia" -the definition. extremely illuminating, is from Blanaui,
one of the most consequential theoreticians of the right of
the déclassé intellectuals to exercise political power - aspire
to a direct influence over the historical destinies of the Europ-
ean peoples. They have a superior culture, and this makes
them feel they are destined to direct the uncultivated mass-
es; yet they feel "excluded", thus morally assimilated with



 

the proletariat, since bourgeois society favours wealth and
economic power of which they for their part are completely
deprived.

Bakunin defines this plethora of déclassé intellectuals "the
favourite daughter of modern doctrinarianism" and sees in it
"the last refuge of the will of domination, which from the
beginning of history has afflicted and constituted and sanction-
ed all States" (12). While the nobility depended for its power
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on military superiority and religious legitimacy and the cap-
italist bourgeoisie built its class dominion upon the possess-
ion of wealth, the intelligentsia has only one means of estab-
lishing its social supremacy and satisfying its will to domin-
ate: education, or more precisely the monopoly of production
and management of knowledge. And, in effect, because of its
cognitive supremacy it hopes to become the "new aristocracy
(1?) and to direct the whole of society according to its inter-
ests and ideas, proudly aware of its value, but continually
frustrated because excluded from the centres of effective
D0wer.

Hence the efforts of the intelligentsia to withdraw control
of economic life from the ari stocracy of wealth, and control
of the state apparatus from the aristocracy of blood. Hence
too the state -centred proiect of building a new order on the
monopoly of scientific power, economic power and political
power. As for the masses thev. being ignorant, must trust
themselces to the illuminated and illuminating guidance of the
"scientific" revolutionaries.

Bakunin's diagnosis is extremely precise on this point. He
detects with great acuteness the exiological link between the
marginal position of the aristocracy of intelligence and the
state -centred concept of the building of socialist society, ex-
pressed in these highly instructive terms;

Idealists of all kinds —metaphysicians, positivists, those
who support the rule of science over life, doctrinaire re-
yolutionists—all defend the idea of the state and state
power with eoual eloquence, because, auite logically, they
see in it the only salvation for society. Quite logica_l_l_y,
since they have accepted the basic premise, which we
consider completely mistaken, that thought precedes life,
that theory is prior to social experience, and therefore,
that social science has to be the starting point for all so-
cial upheavals and reconstructions. They then, unavoid-
ably, arrive at the conclusion that because thought, theory
and science, at least in our own times, are in the posses-
sion of very few, these few ought to be the leaders of so-
cial life, not only the imitators, but also the leaders of
all popular movement's.On the day following the revolution,
the new social order should not be organised by the free
association of people's organisations or unions, local and
regional, from the bottom up, in accordance with the de-
mands and instincts of the people, but only by the dictato-
rial power of this learned minority, which presumes to
express the will of the people. (14)

From this point of view the real historical-political signifi-
cance of the so-called "dictatorship of the proletariat" is re-
vealed with crystal clarity. Power is placed not in the hands
of the working class, which does not have the heritage of
knowledge that is indispensable for directing public affairs,
but in the hands of a minority of doctrinaire revolutionaries,
that is the oligarchy with the monopoly of science. "The
expressions ‘scientific socialists’, ‘scientific socialism‘, "
we read in one of the most acute pages of State and anarchy,
"which continually appear in the speeches e
followers of Lassalle and Marx, prove that the so-called
people's State will be nothing but a despotic control of the
people by a new and very restricted aristocracy of real or
pseudo-scientists. The people, being uneducated, will be
totally relieved of the cares of government and will be treat-
ed enmasse as a regimented herd. A beautiful liberation in-
deed! The Marxists are aware of this contradiction and real-
ising that a government of scientists, the most oppressive,
repressive in the world will be a real dictatorship despite its
democratic forms, console themselves with the idea that this
dictatorship will be provisory and brief. They say that its
only task and only intention will be to educate and raise the
people economically and politically to a level at which any
government would soon become unnecessary, and the State,
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losing its political and hence also its coercive character,
will be automatically transformed into a completely free org-
anisation of economic interests" and communes. . .. They say
that such a yoke -dictatorship is a transitory step necessary
for achieving full freedom for the people: anarchy or free-
dom is the aim, while State and dictatorship are the means.
And so, to free the masses they have first to be enslaved. "
15).

The sophistic nature of the dictatorship of the proletariat is
evident for Bakunin and equally evident is the danger it con-
tains: despotic power, behind the "democratic -popu1ar" fac-
ade, of an intellectual aristocracy which, by virtue of its neg-
ative superiority—these are the external bearers of right
thinking since they have flie monopoly of dialectical Science-
automatically assume the task of directing the uncultivated
masses towards communist society. Consequently the working
classes must guard themselves against this paternalistic pre-
text of the Marxist doctrinarians to govern the masses dicta-
torially, pretext all the more treacherous in that it poses as
the combined expression of science and the real interests of
the proletariat.

Bakunin also foresaw the social and psychological metamor-
phosis of the Marxist dictators. They would change from in-
tellectuals into the professional administrators of political
and economic power and would therefore become that red
bureaucracy in which he had prophetically seen the mast‘
dangerous snare hiding behind the ologarchic and authoritar-
ian tendencies of the European workers' movement. The
passage from the ideocratic dictatorship of the priestly guard-
ians of scientific socialism to the bureaucratic dictatorship of
the technicians of the state apparatus, would .then be accomp-
lished. Unfortunately the communist revolutions of our century
have accurately confirmed Bakunin's pessimistic forecast, and
in part because his valuable warnings were submerged by
Marxist-Leninist conformism.

This, briefly, is the Bakunian interpretation of Marxism as
class ideology of the proletarised intelligentsia. It was subse-
quently taken up by another anarchist thinker : the Pole Vaclav
Machajski;in his monograph on the "intellectual worker" dist-'
ributed by his friend Max Nomad in a series of essays (16),
which unfortunately have not had the attention they deserve
from the scholars of our time. Hundreds of studies have been
dedicated to the prophecies of Marx and the Marxists, almost
all resoundingly disproved by history, while an inexplicable
silence has fallen on those few who, so much in advance of
their time and with remarkable analytic lucidity, had foreseen
the real developments of political regimes built on the basis of
a monopoly of political and economic power. Despite the re-
peated setbacks of the communist project in constructing soci-
alism through the single Party and suppression of the market,
a distorting interpretation of the real historical role of Marx's
philosophy still reigns today in consequence. It is still pre-
sented as the ideology of the working class, while in reality it
is no more than an ingenious "derivation" through which the
élitist significance of'its alternative to capitalist-bourgeois
society has been hidden. To use a concept.typical of Marxian
sociology we find ourselves face to face with an "ideological
self-deception" or, if one prefers Max Scheler's term, an
"organic lie" which has allowed the communist intellectuals to
identify their own unbounded will to power with the presumed
revolutionary vocation of the working class. Thus, camouf_- e
laged behind the ideological formula "dictatorship of the pro-
letariat" is the totalitarian control of a new exploiting and
privileged class which we may unhesitatlngly call after Bakun-
in's phrase red bureaucracy.

Marxist Mysticism
How and why allfli-is happened is a theme requiring a histo-

rical and sociological analysis of vast proportions. Here I
shall limit myself to underlining, along the lines of Bakunin's
critical analysis, the ideological character of Marxist philo-
sophy—in the sense of being a typical product of the "false
consciousness" of the proletarised intelligentsia—applying to
it the same analytical categories elaborated by Marx. The
Marxists sometimes say that one must make a Marxist analy-
sis of Marxism. But they have never done so because the re-
sults would be disastrous to their faith in the coming of the



Kingdom and especially to the "good conscience" that it pro-
vldes them with. In fact, if it is true that all the products of
thought are conditioned-—-and dlstorted—by the class one be-
longs to, it is not clear how and why Marxism should be an
exception to this necessarian and inescapable sociological
law, which represents one of the pillars of historical materi-
alism. To respect the rules of correct reasoning Marxism
also should be considered as an ideology, that is as a distort-
ed and distorting vision of reality expressing precise and un-
ayowable class interests in disguise. Once the principle of
pan-ideologism is formulated, one must accept all the con-
sequences deriving from it and apply the unmasking tech-
nique to all and everything. Just as the Oedipus complex not
only affects the patient but also the analyst, so the fact of
belonging to a class affects all political doctrines including _
that of Marx.

And in effect, an examination of the doctrine of the historic-
al mission of the proletariat that is not limited to its formal
meaning, but attempts to clarify its essential meaning, leads
to the confirmation of Bakunin's interpretation--and criticism
Marx's basic metaphysical supposition is the Hegelian theory
of the different levels of consciousness which humanity attains
throughout its historical development. This theory is based on
the axiom of romantic idealism: the identity between finite
and infinite, so that the "conscious part", which is always a
minority, speaks for the Whole. This brings Marx to distingu-
ish between a proletariat ftir sich and a proletariat an sich .
This is the empirical.theme of the revolution in t1iat_i"tTs'§_
negation of capitalist-bourgeois society, but is the first to in-
carnate the consciousness of the communist revolution. In
other words, they, Mar_x_ and his f,aii_:hful disciples, are the
bearers of the so-called "proletarian science"—those who
actually embody the Weltgeist, the historical interests of the
"general class" and thus of the whole of humankind. Thanks to
the dialectic, in fact, they have a preview of the ultimate end
of History, which is the Reign of Liberty. To them, therefore,
we must look for political and ideological guidance of the pro-
letarian movement. "The Communists, . . . theoretically, "
says the Manifesto "have over the great mass of the prolet-
ariat the advantage of clearly understanding the line of march,
the conditions, and the ultimate general results of the prole-
tarian movement." (17). This amounts to saying that they
represent the viewpoint of scientific socialism, the only viewi-
point able to show, outside the bourgeois deceit, what human-
ity must do to free itself from capitalist slavery and reach the
Kingdom of Liberty,

Here, behind the distinction between "proletarian science"
and "bourgeois science", we find the gnostic dichotomy be-
tween the Gnosis and the pistis: while this is the reversed
expression of the reversed'w5i"ld -reality was overturned by
the appearance of private property: a genuine moral catast-
rophe of cosmic proportions-this is the Science that points
to the way of salvation. As a result only those who have gone
beyond the partial and distorted viewpoint of bourgeois sci-
ence can see the essence of things and, above all, can foresee
the necessary dialectical outcome of Lthe war in progress be-
tween the old and new worlds. In this way the bearers of
proletarian science become the conscious avant-garde of hu-
manity, those who, knowing, have the right and duty to take
into their hands the historical destiny of the proletarian mas-
ses—corrupted by bourgeois ideology—and guide them to-
wards the Promised Land. Conclusion: the dictatorship of
the proletariat has to be—and could not be otherwise, given
the basic metaphysical presuppositions -the dictatorship__o_f
the Marxist intellectuals (13).

This is how, at the very same time in which it proclaims
the historical right of the working class to free itself from
capitalist exploitation, Marxism creates the theory of the
subordination of that class to the conscious part, to the doc-
trinarians who have identified themselves with the cause of
socialism and acquired a superior understanding of past,
present and future events through dialectical Science. It re-
mained for Lenin to transpose this singular concept of the
liberation of humanity from utopia to reality, creating the
most suitable organised weapon for establishing, when his- "
torical circumstances allowed the mastery of those who know
what human destiny is and the techniques necessary to a-
chieve it. His doctrine of the Party of professional revolu-
tionaries as conscious avant-garde is not a distortion of the

spirit of Marxism, but a faithful application of its dictates.
Only those who have got a precise understanding of the telos
Of H15l3°1:Y 0&I1_--and must—guide humanity autocratically E5
prevent it deviating from the pre -established plan and getting
entangled with opportunism and revisionism. So it is in
Leninist practice that Marxism finds its consequential histor-
ical realisation and it is Leninist practice that fully reveals
its real nature: an ideology with a gnostic-millenarian char-
acter which has legitimised the desire of the alienated intel-
lectuals with a strong prophetic -soteriological vocation to
take control in the name of the real interests of the victims
of a class society.

One also understands why, once the City of Command was
conquered, Marxist intellectuals built up then, a Church asp-
iring to universality, and the restoration of the Great Univer-
sal Harmony. Following the gnostic activists of the perman-
ent revolution are the professional managers of the Gnosis,
that is the "charismatic bureaucracy" (19). This, owing to
its monopoly of technical organisational know-how and the
correct interpretation of the sacrosanct texts can govern so-
ciety totally. Thus, once again, the renewed Messianic tra-
ditlon—which in Marxism found its most secularised avatar
-~has ended in a failure the more painful and terrible the
more millions of victims and noble sacrifices it costs.

To paraphrase Loisy, we may say that the Marxists expec-
ted from revolutionary dictatorship the advent of the Reign of
Liberty; instead came the reign of the Party and red bureau-
cracy. This is certainly not an edifying conclusion, but it at .
least contains a valuable lesson, do not trust the monopoly of -
power to any oligarchy. They .will'h'ot use it—as Bakunin
many times warned—to free the working classes from exploi-
tation, but to subject them entirely to their power.
NOTES
(l) Cfr. N Berti, Anticipazioni anarchiche sui "nuovi padroni",
"Interrogations", March I976
(2) Cfr. P Naville, Burocrazia e rivoluzione, Jaca Book, Milan
1973 and D. Russet, Ea societe eclhthe, Grasset, Paris 1973
(3) B.Rizzi, Il collettivismo hurocratico Galeati,Imola 1969
J Burnham, IE rivoluzione dei tecnici Mondadori, Milan 1947,
M. Djilas, L:ITiTiova cEsse,ll llllulino, Bologna 1958, M Schach- "
tman, The fiureaucrahc .§€VO1UlIl211_,_DOi13.1d Press, New York \-—'
196?
(4) F. Engels, L'orig'ne della famglia, della proprieta privata J
e dello Stato Rinascita, Rome l9 , p.
 fist doctrine of private property as source of the l
root evil is completely arbitrary when compared with the "dis-
coveries" of psychoanalysis, which confirm the correctness of ~
the Judaic Christian myth of original sin. From this viewpoint
Marxism and psychoanalysis are at opposite poles, even if
there has been a recent proliferation of literature tending to
reconcile them. To accept the principal theorems of Freudian
anthropology means to renounce the metastlc hope that anim-
ates Marxism and to recognise that the root evil is ineradic-
able (Cfr A. Besancon, Storia e psicanalisi, Guida, Naples
1976
(6) Cfr L Pellicani, I rivoluzionari di professions, Vallechi,
Florence 1975
(7) A Lehning, Marxismo e anarchismo nella Rivoluzione russa,
Ed. L'Antistato, Cesena I973, pp. 18-19. The most recent ...
ethnological and sociological researchconfirms the anarchist
theory of the origin of the State, not certainly that of Marxism:
violence is at the origin of dominion, not private property.
Thus to abolish private property does not mean to abolish the
dominion of man over man, but to transfer control from the
owners of the means of production to the managers of the ~
means of administration. A point that was seen very clearly
by Max Weber before 1917 and which the bolsheyik revolution
confirmed. creating the conditions for the birth of the "bur-
eaucratic -totalitarian State" (L Trotsky, Ia rivoluzione trad-
ita, Schwartz, Milan 1956, p. 110). . .-
(8) M Bakunin, Stato e-anarchia e altri scritti Feltrinelli,
Milan 1968, p l9(F._(9)' Ihidem, pp I95-l9l: (ill) Corres ndece de

1896 (ll) M Bak 'Michel Bakunine, Perrin et Cie, Paris : unin,
c cit 148 12 l5 Ibidem' (16) M Nomad,Sthtoeanarhi ,P it l-( ) -

hpostles ot Revolution Collier Books, New York l962~.and
Aspects of Revolt Noonday Press, New York 1961: (17) K Marx
and F Engels, Manifesto del Partito comunista, in Opere scelte
Editori Riuniti Home I968: U8) Cfr. II Ellicani, I ri'voluzi'on- __
ari di professitme cit. : (l9) Cfr. V Belohradsky, Burocrazia
carismatica in II Pellicani (edited by), Sociologia delle rivol-
uzioni, Guida, Naples 1976
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